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The technique of laser induced nonresonance atomic fluorescence

was used for the first time in conjunction with absorption and

emission measurements to study the spatial and temporal distribution

of atomic species in a laser microprobe plume. Microplumes were

formed in helium, neon and argon atmospheres at pressures from 50 to

500 torr using stainless steel and niobium alloy samples. Studies of

Fe, Ti, Zr and Hf are reported.

Severe inner filter effects are observed over much of the

lifetime of the microplume. Inner filter absorption is stronger close

to the sample surface and decreases farther up in the microplume due

to the presence of a concentration gradient along the central

vaporization axis of the microplume.

Spatial scans in atmospheres of helium, neon and argon at

constant atmospheric pressure (50 torr) and at constant atmospheric

density (9 x 10-6 g/cc) indicate that pressure and density strongly

affect the interaction of the microplume with the atmosphere. At

constant atmospheric pressure, inner filter effects are more severe in



higher density atmospheres.

The signal-to-noise ratio for Fe is 2.5 times greater for Stokes

direct line fluorescence than for resonance detection. The major

source of noise is in the fluorescence signal for both modes of

detection.

The presence of partial optical saturation of atomic transitions

is observed in the laser microplume.

Nonresonance fluorescence signals from atomic hafnium in the

microplume are significantly smaller, peak earlier and disappear

sooner in a helium atmosphere than in argon. The temporal

characteristics of absorbance and nonresonance fluorescence signals

indicate the existence of a radial concentration gradient within the

microplume shortly after vaporization.

The laser microplume undergoes a rapid upward expansion from the

sample and remains contiguous to the surface early in the lifetime of

the microplume. Later in the lifetime, the microplume separates from

the sample surface and eventually disperses into the atmosphere. The

dispersal of the microplume occurs much faster in helium than in

argon.
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LASER INDUCED NONRESONANCE
ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE OBSERVATIONS

IN AN ANALYTICAL LASER
MICROPROBE PLUME

I. Introduction

General Description

The laser microprobe is an analytical technique wherein the beam

of a high-power pulsed laser is focused by a lens onto the surface of

a sample. This creates a very high energy density ( 70 MW/cm2) at the

sample surface which results in the vaporization of a small amount of

sample material (picrograms to micrograms).

A crater results from the vaporization process which is typically

500 microns in diameter and 1 to 10 microns deep. The vaporized

sample material forms a microplume above the sample which can be

composed of atomic, ionic and molecular species as well as particulate

matter. This microplume can be used for quantitative or qualitative

analysis by utilizing various spectroscopic detection techniques such

as emission, absorption, fluorescence and mass spectrometry.

Some of the primary advantages of the laser microprobe are its

capability of performing analyses on small regions of a solid sample

with a high degree of spatial resolution and a minimum of sample

preparation. A typical application of these capabilities might be in

the semiconductor industry where contaminants present in an integrated

circuit are critical to the performance and yield of the device.

Laser microprobe analysis (vaporization) of individual device features

could enable the contamination to be traced to a particular step in

the manufacturing process. The more common technique of dissolving
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the sample into a solution followed by a conventional analysis would

not have provided the localized in situ information and would also run

the risk of contamination during the dissolution procedure.

Solid samples are easily handled by the laser microprobe. This

includes conductors, insulators, refractories, highly reflective

materials and frozen biological tissues. Liquid samples can be used

by first depositing or adsorbing the liquid onto a supporting material

such as a glass slide (1) or a photographic film matrix (2).

Some additional advantages of the laser microprobe include

absolute detection limits which may be up to several orders of

magnitude better than conventional analytical methods (emission

(10-15g, 3), fluorescence (10-13g, 4), and mass spectroscopy (10-20g,

5)) and finally a high speed of analysis due to minimal sample

preparation.

Although the laser microprobe possesses many advantages which

make it attractive for certain applications, it also possesses some

disadvantages which have limited its analytical utility. These

include the complexity and expense of instrumentation and the

difficulty of obtaining well-characterized solid standards in a wide

variety of matricies. Also the precision of the laser microprobe,

which is typically 10 to 20%, may not be adequate for many

applications. This may be caused by shot-to-shot fluctuations in the

laser's cross sectional intensity distribution which can result in

variations in the mass and spatial and temporal characteristics of the

ablated sample material (6).

The use of high-power lasers with short pulse durations as the

vaporization energy source can lead to the formation of an atmospheric
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plasma via the inverse bremsstrahlung process. This atmospheric

plasma has several detrimental effects: it effectively shields the

sample material from the vaporization energy thereby leading to large

variability in the amount of sample material vaporized and it produces

an intense background continuum emission which can degrade the

precision of emission, absorption and fluorescence measurements on the

microplume. The effects of the atmospheric plasma can be reduced or

eliminated by conducting the laser microprobe analysis in atmospheres

with a controlled composition at reduced pressures, and by employing a

vaporization laser which operates at a shorter lasing wavelength and a

longer pulse duration with lower peak power (7, 8).

The final and most severe disadvantage of the laser microprobe is

the susceptibility to matrix effects which necessitates careful

matching of standard and unknown sample materials (9). The physical

and chemical properties of the sample material such as boiling point,

density, heat of vaporization, composition and elemental segregation

(uniformity) as well as properties imparted during preparation, such

as surface finish and cleanliness, are all critical in determining the

sensitivity of the laser microprobe for an element in a particular

matrix (10).

Detection Techniques

Once the microplume has been formed by the vaporization laser, it

is necessary to employ a detection technique in order to monitor the

presence of some species. Emission, absorption, fluorescence and mass

spectroscopic techniques have all been adapted for use with the laser



microprobe. The application of these techniques has been reviewed

previously (11, 12).

Emission. The primary appeal of emission detection is the

simplicity of instrumental design. The instrumentation can easily be

adapted to allow simultaneous multielemental detection which enables

the use of the internal standard technique (6, 13, 14). Temporal

resolution capabilities can be used (7, 11, 12, 15) to avoid the

strong background continuum emission present during vaporization. The

precision of emission measurements is generally better than absorption

or fluorescence (12). This is probably due to the fact that the

emission measurement spatially integrates over a large portion of the

plume volume which is defined by the intersection of the image of the

plume focused on the entrance slit of the emission monochromator and

the width and height of the entrance slit.

Disadvantages of emission detection include the lack of three

dimensional spatial resolution (due to the optical configuration as

described above) and the requirement that analyte species be detected

soon after vaporization due to the rapid decay in thermal emission (a

consequence of the use of a common atomization and excitation source).

The problems of background continuum, spectral broadening and self-

reversal which also plague emission detection can be reduced by the

addition of secondary excitation sources such as spark (3, 10) and

microwave (16).

Absorption. Absorption detection provides temporal information

for a longer period of time than emission since the analyte species

can be monitored at any time after vaporization, independent of
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thermal excitation. Absorption measurements can be made on the

microplume itself (9, 17-21) or by sweeping plume material into a

secondary cell such as a flame (22) or a glass tube (23).

Excitation sources for absorption measurements include d.c.

hollow cathode lamps (19, 22, 23) pulsed hollow cathode lamps (17, 18,

20), flashlamps (9) and dye lasers (2, 24, 25).

The major disadvantages of absorption detection are the increased

complexity of instrumentation, the ability to perform only two

dimensional spatial resolution, absolute detection limits which are

worse than emission detection (10-12 g versus 10
-15

g) and finally

precision only comparable to emission detection (10%). The last two

problems are likely due to the dynamic nature of the microplume itself

(17) and possibly the low spectral irradiance of conventional light

sources (hollow cathode lamps). Improvements in precision were

observed with the use of pulsed hollow cathode lamps (20). Dye lasers

should further improve these parameters.

Fluorescence. The major advantage of fluorescence detection is

the capability of monitoring analyte species with three dimensional

resolution. This capability enables the spatial distribution of the

analyte to be determined without the need for deconvolution techniques

(Abel inversion). These measurements can be performed on a very small

fraction of the microplume (0.05%). By separating the atomization and

excitation sources, the ability to obtain temporally resolved

information can be realized.

The use of a high spectral irradiance pulsed dye laser as the

excitation source can increase the fluorescence irradiance from a

small fraction of the plume and yet retain good temporal resolution
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(1 microsecond) without having shot noise degradation of the detection

limit or precision. In addition, the technique of frequency doubling

of the pulsed dye laser enables the use of sensitive resonance

transitions for many elements which are located in the ultraviolet

region of the spectrum.

A further advantage of using a pulsed dye laser as the excitation

sources is the capability of performing saturated fluorescence

experiments (26). Under conditions of optical saturation the

fluorescence irradiance becomes independent of fluctuations in the

excitation source intensity yet remains proportional to the analyte

concentration. Also under these conditions pre-filter effects are

minimized due to optical bleaching, and fluorescence irradiances may

be several orders of magnitude larger than thermally excited emission

(27). The net result is an extension of the dynamic range and an

improvement in detection limits.

An additional advantage of using a narrow band width tunable dye

laser is the very selective excitation of the analyte species in the

microplume. This enables the use of an optically efficient, moderate

resolution emission monochromator which can increase signal magnitudes

and improve detection limits.

One of the major disadvantages in using flourescence detection

instead of absorption or emission techniques is the expense and

complexity of instrumentation required.

The use of a pulsed dye laser as the excitation source presents

additional problems in microplume analysis. The shot-to-shot

characteristics of the laser beam such as energy and temporal and

spatial properties must be carefully controlled. The dye laser must
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be accurately tuned to a specific wavelength characteristic of the

analyte species. This has been accomplished by wavelength calibration

of the laser using the technique of laser induced impedance changes in

a hollow cathode discharge (28).

The high spectral irradiance of the pulsed dye laser can result

in a significant amount of scatter due to particles in the microplume

which ultimately degrades the precision and detection limits of

resonance fluorescence experiments. During saturated fluorescence

experiments this effect can be especially severe since the scatter

signal remains proportional to the excitation irradiance while the

fluorescence signal levels off and becomes independent of irradiance

(26).

Temporal resolution of the fluorescence and scatter signals can

be accomplished by vaporization at low atmospheric pressures (0.001 to

0.0001 torr) (4, 29) in order to eliminate particle scatter.

An alternative method for eliminating the degradation of

precision and detection limits due to Rayleigh scattering is to employ

nonresonance fluorescence detection. Since many elements possess

additional transitions which are radiatively coupled to the common

excitation transitions, laser induced fluorescence can be detected at

these nonresonance wavelengths without scattered excitation radiation.

Nonresonance atomic fluorescence transitions can be grouped into four

basic groups: direct line fluorescence, stepwise line fluorescence,

sensitized fluorescence and multiphoton fluorescence (30). This

variety of possible combinations of excitation and fluorescence

transitions also provides nonresonance fluorescence detection with a

greater freedom from spectral interferences. This can reduce the
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necessity for using bandwith narrowing techniques on the excitation

laser, and allow optically efficient detection systems to be used.

The potential for spectral interferences due to molecular resonance

and nonresonance fluorescence resulting from laser excitation of

molecular species in air/acetylene and nitrous oxide/acetylene flames

has been studied (31).

The final primary advantage of nonresonance detection is that the

linearity of analytical growth curves may be extended because post -

filter absorption is often not as severe as when resonance

fluorescence is used. This can be a useful advantage in the laser

microplume where post-filter effects have been observed (2, 12).

Laser induced nonresonance atomic fluorescence has been applied

to the study of several analytical atomization sources including

flames (32-41), carbon rod atomizers (42-45) and inductively coupled

plasmas (46-50).

In this research laser induced nonresonance atomic fluorescence

is used to study the spatial distribution and lifetime of iron,

titanium, zirconium and hafnium in the laser microplume.

Mass Spectrometry. The use of mass spectroscopic detection of

analyte species in the microplume can provide the lowest absolute

detection limits (10-19g, 5, 51) of the techniques mentioned so far.

In terms of concentration detection limits, this corresponds to the

hundred ppb level. Large molecules (100 to 500 AMU) have been

analyzed following laser desorption from a sample surface (52). The

complexity of the instrumentation and the requirement that analyses be

performed at low pressures are the primary disadvantages of this

technique.
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Atmospheric Influences on the Microplume

The dynamic nature of the microplume causes it to be strongly

influenced by the atmosphere surrounding it during and after vaporiza-

tion. One of the earliest effects to be observed was the production of

an atmospheric plasma induced and supported by the vaporization radia-

tion due to inverse bremsstrahlung absorption (7, 8). This atmospheric

plasma produces a strong background continuum which can degrade the

precision of optical measurements on the microplume. This problem can

be reduced by operating at reduced atmospheric pressures with a short

wavelength, long duration vaporization laser (20).

The temporal and spatial properties of the microplume (2, 17, 20,

25) and the analytical signal (14, 23, 51) can be affected by the

pressure and composition of the atmosphere. In particular, the

lifetime (2) and size (20, 25) of the microplume were observed to

increase as the atmospheric pressure decreased. The time after

vaporization at which the peak absorption (17, 20) and fluorescence

(2) occur is influenced by the atmosphere. These observations

indicate that the ability to temporally and spatially resolve the

analytical signal from the microplume is necessary to obtain the

maximum signal-to-noise ratio.

The vaporization atmosphere can interact chemically as well as

physiCally with the laser microplume. Spatially and temporally

resolved atomic fluorescence signals of lithium and copper in

atmospheres containing various mixtures of oxygen and argon (2) have

indicated that during and shortly after vaporization the microplume

expands without mixing with the atmosphere. At later times after
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vaporization, the atmosphere mixes with the plume resulting in

fluorescence signals which can be enhanced or reduced depending upon

the chemical reactivity of the analyte and/or matrix species toward

the oxygen in the atmosphere.

Molecular species formed as a result of a chemical reaction

between plume and atmospheric species have been studied (12).

Aluminum monoxide (A10) and zirconium monoxide (ZrO) were observed in

microplumes formed in atmospheres containing various mixtures of

oxygen and argon. The chemical reaction was observed to proceed from

the periphery to the center of the plume following the initial

expansion of the plume during vaporization.

In this research laser induced nonresonance atomic fluorescence

is used to study the effect of atmospheric density at constant

pressure in noble gas atmospheres on the spatial and temporal

characteristics of the laser microplume.
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II. Instrumentation

General Overview

The instrumentation employed during this research has been

thoroughly discussed by Lewis (11) and Beenen (12). For this reason

only a general overview of the laser microprobe instrumentation will

be presented here. In addition, a 14-bit analog data acquisition

system which was constructed and employed in this research shall be

described in greater detail.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the entire laser microprobe

instrumentation. The purpose of the various components in this

diagram can be more easily visualized in terms of several functional

groups.

Lasers and Chamber. The first functional group contains the

lasers and the microprobe chamber. These instruments are the heart of

the microprobe system.

The vaporization laser (Synergetics, Chromobeam 1070; Synergetics

Research Inc., Princeton, N.J.) is a high power pulsed dye laser which

uses a coaxial flashlamp to produce a 1-microsecond pulse of laser

radiation over a continuum of wavelengths from 560 nm to 630 nm. The

output beam has a diameter of approximately 1 cm and an energy of

about 110 mJ per pulse. This output beam is directed into the

microprobe chamber where it is focused down to a spot size of 400

microns in diameter. This creates a power density of about 70 MW per

square centimeter at the sample surface, sufficient to vaporize 1

microgram of the sample material. The maximum repetition rate of this

laser is once every 5 seconds.
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Figure 1. Instrumentation used for laser microprobe experiments.

A) Gated integrator K) Gas, vacuum system

B) 14-bit ADC L) Synergetics laser

C) Photodiode absorption M) PDP 11/20 computer

detector N) CMX-4 laser

D) Gated integrator 0) Beam blocker

E) Photomultiplier tube P) Peak height detector

F) Emission monochromator Q) 14-bit ADC

G) Over/under mirror pair R) Laser synchronization

H) Laser microprobe circuit

chamber S) Graphics terminal

I) Stepper motor drivers T) Stepper motor drivers

J) Peak height detector
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The excitation laser (Chromatix CMX-4, Chromatrix Inc.,

Sunnyvale, CA) is a tunable pulsed dye laser which is equipped with a

narrow bandpass option and ultraviolet doubling crystals. This laser

is capable of producing tunable laser radiation in the visible region

from 427 to 720 nm and in the UV from 265 to 385 nm with a spectral

bandpass of approximately 0.004 nm at 600 nm. The output beam is

approximately 2 mm in diameter with a 1 microsecond pulse duration.

The peak energy output (nominal) is 6 mJ in the visible and 0.6 mJ in

the UV. The maximum repetition rate is 30 Hz.

The wavelength tuning elements of this laser have been precisely

calibrated (28) and are connected to stepper motors which allow the

laser to be tuned to within 0.005 nm of a desired wavelength under

computer control.

The output beam of the excitation laser is directed into the

microprobe chamber and through the microplume which is produced by the

vaporization laser. When the excitation laser is tuned to a

transition of some atomic or molecular species present in the plume,

atomic fluorescence and absorption can be detected.

The microprobe chamber is a vacuum tight device with quartz

windows on 5 sides, Figure 2. Inside the chamber a sample wheel is

suspended beneath an adjustable focusing lens. When the vaporization

laser is fired, a plume is formed just above the sample. A short time

thereafter (microseconds), the excitation laser is fired through a

side window. The fluorescence radiation can then be viewed through

the window at 90 degrees to the excitation beam while absorbance can

be measured by monitoring the excitation beam after it has passed

clear through the chamber. After the vaporization and excitation
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Figure 2. Top and side view of laser microprobe chamber (Ref. 12)
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lasers have been fired, and the fluorescence and absorbance measured,

the sample wheel is rotated by a computer controlled stepper motor so

that a fresh sample surface is moved under the focal spot of the lens

for the next vaporization pulse.

The entire microprobe chamber is mounted on a stepper motor

driven X-Y-Z stage (Fig. 3, Ref. 12) which can be positioned with 5

micron resolution under computer control. This allows the

interrogation of fluorescence and absorbance signals from different

positions within the microplume.

Finally the microprobe chamber is connected to a vacuum system

which allows control of the pressure and composition of the atmosphere

within the microprobe chamber.

Detectors. The next functional group of instrumentation consists

of the optical transducers and associated signal processing

electronics. There are four optical transducers employed in the laser

microprobe experiment. Two detectors are required to monitor the

radiant energy of each pulse of the vaporization and excitation

lasers. These detectors consist of a peak height detector circuit

which monitors the integrated electrical charge generated by a

photodiode which is exposed to a fraction of the laser beam.

A third optical transducer is required to monitor the intensity

of the excitation laser beam after it has passed clear through the

microprobe chamber in order to make absorbance measurements. This

detector is composed of a photodiode which generates an electrical

current when it is struck by the excitation beam. The photodiode

current is integrated only during the excitation laser pulse by a

gated integrator circuit in order to discriminate against intense
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spontaneous emission from the plume which would decrease the signal-

to-noise ratio.

The fourth optical detection system used in the laser microprobe

experiment consists of an over-and-under mirror pair which collects

fluorescence photons at 90 degrees to the excitation laser beam and

focuses them onto the entrance slit of a monochromator. The current

output of a photomultiplier tube mounted on the monochromator is

integrated only during the excitation laser pulse by another gated

integrator circuit.

The output voltages produced by the signal processing circuitry

associated with each transducer (peak height detector or gated

integrator) are proportional to the integral of the total number of

photons incident upon each optical transducer during the excitation

laser pulse (except for the vaporization laser power monitor which

integrates over the duration of the vaporization laser pulse). These

voltages are digitized and sampled by a laboratory computer.

Control/Data Acquisition Electronics and Computer. The final

functional group in the laser microprobe instrumentation is the

control/data acquisition electronics and the computer.

The control electronics are composed of stepper motor driver

circuits and timing circuits. The stepper motor driver circuits are

used to position the microprobe chamber X-Y-Z stage, to rotate the

sample wheel inside the microprobe chamber after each vaporization

pulse and to manipulate the wavelength tuning elements on the

excitation laser, all under computer control. The timing circuit

consists of a frequency divider and several fixed and adjustable

delays which control the repetition rate and temporal sequence of the
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firing of the vaporization and excitation lasers. This circuit also

generates the gate pulse which is used by the gated integrators

connected to the absorption photodiode and the emission monochromator

PMT.

The data acquisition electronics consist of two different analog-

to-digital conversion systems. The first unit is a four-channel

multiplexed 10-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) which is

incorporated into the hardware of the computer system used in the

laser microprobe experiment. This 10-bit ADC is used to digitize the

output signals of the vaporization laser power monitor and the gated

integrator which is connected to the absorption photodiode. The

second ADC system is composed of two mobile 14-bit ADC units which are

used to digitize the output signals of the excitation laser power

monitor and the gated integrator connected to the emission

monochromator PMT. This system shall be described in greater detail

in a later section.

Finally, the computer system consists of a PDP 11/20 minicomputer

which is equipped with 16K words of core memory, a high speed paper

tape reader and punch, two serial I/O ports, two 32-bit (16-bit input,

16-bit output) parallel I/O ports, a four-channel multiplexed 10-bit

ADC which was mentioned above, and a 16-bit variable rate clock and

counter. The user communicates with the computer through an

interactive graphics terminal. Extensive software was developed by

Beenen (12) which enabled the computer to control the entire laser

microprobe experiment, to perform calculations on the experimental

data and to plot the data on the graphics terminal. A dot matrix

printer provides hard copy printout.
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14-Bit Analog-to-Digital Conversion (ADC) System

General Description. During the course of this research a 14-bit

analog-to-digital data acquisition system was constructed. Figure 4

shows a block diagram which indicates the various portions of the

system. The basic concept in the design of this data acquisition

system was to digitize the analog signals as close to the optical

transducers as possible in order to minimize noise pickup. This was

accomplished by the construction of small, mobile ADC units which

could be located very close to the optical transducers. These ADC

units are used to digitize the output signals of the excitation laser

power monitor and the gated integrator which is connected to the

emission monochromator PMT. The mobile ADC units output the digitized

signal in serial format. The serial data are transmitted via a cable

to the computer interface box where it is converted to parallel format

by a four-channel serial-to-parallel converter circuit. The parallel

data from both ADC units is then sampled by a 16-bit, 8- channel -to -1-

channel multiplexer circuit which allows the computer to multiplex the

14 bits of parallel data from either ADC unit into a single 16-bit

parallel input port on the computer.

14-Bit ADC Unit. The main component of the 14-bit ADC unit is a

hybrid 14-bit successive approximation analog-to-digital converter

(model #ADC 1130, Analog Devices; Norwood, Mass.) which has a 25-

microsecond conversion time. The converter is incorporated into a

circuit which is shown in Figure 5. This circuit has four major

sections, each of which performs a specific function. The analog

input section A, Figure 5, isolates the analog input signal from the
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ADC chip by means of a variable gain voltage follower. The voltage

follower provides two voltage ranges for operation of the ADC unit: 0

to 1 volt and 0 to 10 volts. The digital output section B optically

isolates, via the 6N137 chip, and amplifies the status and serial data

output signals between the ADC chip and the four-channel serial-to-

parallel converter shown in Figure 4. The digital input section C

provides optical isolation (2630 chip) and a logical OR of the

computer and hardware convert command pulses. This allows a

conversion to be initiated by a convert pulse from the computer or

from external hardware. This feature enables the flexible operation

of the ADC under software control or in synchronization with an

external event such as the firing of a laser. Finally, the clock

section D provides pulse shaping, a short delay, optical isolation and

amplification of the clock output signal between the ADC unit and the

serial-to-parallel converter. Pulse shaping of the raw clock signal

from the ADC was necessary because the final clock pulse during each

conversion process has a poor wave form which prevented it from being

transmitted over a long cable to the serial-to-parallel converter

during initial testing of the ADC unit. The delay function was

necessary because the clock signal becomes true (goes high) before the

serial data signal. In order for the serial-to-parallel converter to

operate properly the clock signal must become true after the serial

data signal is received.

Figure 6 shows a timing diagram of the input and output signals

which occur during each conversion process. The rising edge of the

convert command pulse sends the clock and status output signals high.

The successive approximation process is initiated by the falling edge
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of the convert command which causes the ADC clock to run for 14

complete cycles. On-the rising edge of each clock pulse the state of

each successive data bit is sequentially output as the serial data

signal beginning with the most significant bit. On the rising edge of

the fourteenth clock pulse the least significant bit is output at the

serial data signal, and the ADC status signal goes low. The status

signal can be monitored to determine when the ADC unit has completed a

conversion.

It should be pointed out that care was taken to minimize noise

pickup by the ADC unit. This was accomplished by complete optical

isolation of all digital input and output signals, and careful

isolation of the analog and digital grounds within the ADC unit

itself.

In order to obtain the maximum precision capable with the 14-bit

ADC, a transistor-boosted, tracking 15V (0.3A) and regulated +5V

(0.75A) power supply (Figure 7) was constructed for each ADC unit.

The operation of this power supply has been thoroughly discussed (53).

Finally, since it was desired to synchronize the operation of the

ADC units with the excitation laser power monitor and PMT/gated

integrator transducers, several simple circuits were constructed which

provide the necessary signals for efficient operation. Figure 8 shows

the schematic of the circuit which provides a 1 microsecond hardware

convert pulse to the ADC unit which digitizes the excitation laser

power monitor output signal. The purpose of this circuit is to

optically isolate (6N137 chip) a positive going pulse produced by the

laser microprobe timing electronics from the ADC unit. Figure 9 shows

the schematic of a second circuit which provides the gate and reset
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pulses to the gated integrator and a hardware convert pulse to the ADC

unit. Figure 10 shows a timing diagram of the temporal sequence of

the above signals. This diagram shows that a gate pulse from the

laser microprobe timing electronics is inverted and sent to the gated

integrator. During this pulse the gated integrator integrates the PMT

current. After a delay of 10 microseconds the hardware convert pulse

goes out to the ADC circuit, initiating a conversion. The 10-

microsecond delay is necessary in order to allow the analog output

signal of the gated integrator to stabilize at its final value. The

ADC hardware convert pulse is followed by a 500-microsecond long reset

pulse to the gated integrator. The gated integrator storage capacitor

is grounded out on the falling edge of the reset pulse, thereby

preparing the gated integrator for the next sampling period.

Four-channel Serial-to-Parallel Converter. Figure 11 shows a

schematic of one channel of the four-channel serial-to-parallel

converter. The purpose of this circuit is to convert the serial data

from the 14-bit ADC unit to 14-bit parallel format and to relay the

ADC status signal and the computer convert signal between the computer

and the ADC unit. The circuit shown in Figure 11 is relatively

simple. It is composed of a series of inverters which provide the

proper logic levels (0 = False, 1 = True) for the various signals, and

a serial shift register which converts the data from serial to

parallel format.

16-Bit 8-Channel-to-l-Channel Multiplexer. Figure 12 shows the

pinout and truth table for the 74150 multiplexer chip. The truth

table indicates that by controlling the state of the select lines A-C,
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the DATA output line will correspond to the inverse of one of the

eight input signals. Sixteen of these multiplexer chips were used

together to construct the 16-bit 8-channel-to-l-channel multiplexer.

Each 74150 chip multiplexes one particular bit from each of the eight

parallel input channels onto a single output line which is followed by

an inverter to make the data true. All sixteen output lines are then

brought together to form the single parallel output channel which goes

into the computer.

Applications of the Laser Microprobe Instrumentation

In the preceding sections the various components of the laser

microprobe instrumentation were described individually or in groups

with respect to their function in the laser microprobe experiment. At

this point, it is important to discuss the various ways in which this

instrumentation was employed in the study of the laser microplume.

The experiments conducted during the course of this research can be

separated into four different groups, each of which employs a specific

capability of the instrumentation. These different applications will

now be discussed individually.

Emission Wavelength Scans. One of the simplest ways to study the

laser microplume is to monitor the spontaneous emission which results

from the vaporization process. The emission monochromator (see Figure

1) can be scanned over a spectral region which encompasses an atomic

line of the element being studied in the microplume. The resultant

emission spectrum can have many uses, such as a preliminary check in

confirming the presence of a particular element in the microplume or,

more importantly, determination of the possibility of spectral
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interferences such as continuum emission and discrete emission from

other elements in the microplume.

Excitation Wavelength Scans. Due to the tunable nature of the

excitation laser, it is possible to monitor the atomic fluorescence

with the emission monochromator/PMT and the atomic absorption with the

absorption photodiode (see Figure 1) as a function of the excitation

laser wavelength. Since atomic species are being studied in the

microplume, these excitation wavelength scans typically cover a

spectral region 0.01 to 0.1 nm in width. The main purpose of these

scans is to determine the feasibility of using a particular

combination of excitation and fluorescence transitions to study a

given element in the microplume. The excitation wavelength scans also

serve to determine the excitation wavelength at which the maximum

fluorescence and absorbance signals are observed. This excitation

wavelength is then used in later temporal and spatial studies.

Temporal Studies. One of the primary goals of this research is

to obtain temporal information on the presence of atomic species in

the microplume. Due to the pulsed nature of the vaporization and

excitation laser, temporal information can easily be obtained by

controlling the delay period between the firing of the vaporization

laser and the firing of the excitation laser. The timing diagram

shown in Figure 13 indicates the delay time between the firing of the

vaporization and excitation lasers. The control electronics which are

part of the laser microprobe instrumentation allow the selection of a

delay time from 5 to 650 microseconds with a resolution of about 1

microsecond. Figure 13 also shows hypothetical temporal profiles for
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the emission, fluorescence and absorbance which might be observed

during the lifetime of the microplume. It should be noted that the

emission, fluorescence and absorbance can be measured only once during

the lifetime of any particular microplume because of the slow

repetition rate (30 Hz) of the excitation laser. Therefore, a

temporal scan is conducted by forming the microplume repeatedly and

gradually changing the delay time between the vaporization and

excitation pulses until a scan is completed.

Spatial Studies. Figure 14 shows that the stationary position of

the emission monochromator transfer mirrors and the excitation laser

beam defines a volume element within the microplume from which

fluorescence photons can be collected. Since the entire microprobe

chamber is mounted on an X-Y-Z stage, the volume element shown in

Figure 14 can be positioned at any point within the microplume. The

size of the volume element is determined by the slit width on the

emission monochromator and the diameter of the excitation laser beam.

If the size of the volume element is small compared to the dimensions

of the microplume, then spatially resolved information on atomic

species in the microplume can be observed.

It is important to note that only fluorescence measurements offer

three-dimensional spatial resolution while absorption and emission

measurements for this system are two- and one-dimensional,

respectively. Figure 15 shows the regions of the plume which are

interrogated by the emission, absorption and fluorescence measurement

techniques. This figure indicates that the emission measurement

interrogates a vertical slice through the plume whose dimensions are

controlled by the width and height of the emission monochromator
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slits. Since the height of the slits (12 mm) is greater than the

typical height of the microplume, spatial resolution is limited to one

dimension. The absorption measurement interrogates a cylinder of

plume material which is defined by the cross-section of the excitation

beam and the width of the microplume. The microplume can be

positioned in two dimensions about the excitation beam to obtain

spatially resolved absorption measurements.

Throughout this thesis, experiments concerned with spatially

resolved measurements will be referenced to the central vaporization

axis of the microplume. Figure 16A shows a diagram of the microplume

looking down along the vaporization axis toward the sample surface.

This diagram indicates the sign convention which will be used to

define the spatial position of the intersection of the excitation and

emission axes relative to the central (vaporization) axis of the

microplume.

Figure 16B indicates that the height of the center of the

excitation beam in the microplume is referenced to the sample surface.

The sample surface is defined as zero height.
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III. Experimental

Introduction

A detailed account of the experimental procedures used for the

collection of emission, absorption and fluorescence signals of an

analyte species present in the laser microplume has been described by

Beenen (12). The purpose of this section is to present a summary of

the sequence in which the raw analytical signals were collected and

the data reduction procedures used during the course of this research.

Data Collection

In general the experimental results presented in this thesis are

in the form of relative fluorescence (fluorescence intensity divided

by the excitation source intensity), absorbance or emission signals,

which are plotted as a function of spatial, temporal or excitation

wavelength settings. The sequence of data collection is determined by

the necessity of measuring individual signal components which make up

the total fluorescence and absorbance calculations.

The total signal produced by the emission monochromator

photomultiplier tube during a nonresonance atomic fluorescence

experiment is due to laser induced fluorescence photons, spontaneous

emission photons due to thermal excitation within the microplume, and

detector dark current. In order to separate these three components

from each other it is necessary to make a measurement with no photons

striking the PMT to obtain the dark signal, a second measurement with

the PMT exposed to just spontaneous plume emission and, finally, a

third measurement with the PMT exposed to emission and fluorescence
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photons. It is important to note that for nonresonance atomic

fluorescence experiments there is no Rayleigh scatter component to the

total PMT signal since fluorescence occurs at a different wavelength

than excitation.

The absorption of excitation radiation by an analyte species in

the microplume is observed by monitoring the intensity of the

excitation beam with a photodiode in the presence and absence of the

microplume. Four measurements of the photodiode response are made:

first, with no photons striking the photodiode to obtain the dark

signal; second, with the photodiode exposed only to spontaneous plume

emission; third, with the photodiode exposed to the excitation

radiation in the absence of the plume to obtain the 100% transmittance

signal; and, finally, with the photodiode exposed to the excitation

radiation in the presence of the microplume.

In order to be able to normalize the response of the PMT and

photodiode to the excitation radiation intensity, it is necessary to

measure the excitation laser power monitor dark signal and response to

the pulses which occur during the presence and absence of the laser

microplume.

The sequence of collection of the raw analytical signals which

are described above is presented below:

1. The excitation laser beam is blocked and the excitation laser

(CMX) is fired four times to obtain a dark signal from the

CMX laser power monitor, the absorption photodiode and the

PMT. The average signal from each detector over the four

shots is stored in computer memory as CMXDark(i ),

Diode
Dark(i) and PMTDark(i)*
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2. The excitation laser beam is unblocked and the CMX is fired

four more times to obtain the 100%T signal from the

photodiode and the CMX laser power monitor. The average

signal from these detectors over the four shots is stored in

computer memory as Diodelow(i) and CMX100
%T(i).

3. The vaporization laser is fired followed by a selected delay

time (5 to 650 microseconds), after which the excitation

laser fires once. The response of the PMT, photodiode and

CMX laser power monitor during that single excitation laser

pulse are stored in memory as PMT(i), Diode(i) and CMX(i),

respectively.

4. Finally, the spontaneous emission component of the PMT and

photodiode are collected by blocking the excitation laser

beam and firing the vaporization laser. After a selected

delay time (5 to 650 microseconds), the excitation laser is

fired once. The responses of the PMT and photodiode during

that single excitation laser pulse are stored in memory as

PMTEmis(i) and DiodeEmis(i), respectively.

The above sequence of steps is repeated five times (i = 0 to 5)

at any one spatial, temporal or excitation wavelength setting.

Data Reduction

The following equations and definitions specify the manner in

which the relative fluorescence, the absorbance and the emission were

calculated from the raw analytical signals.

= EPMT (1)-- PMTEmisl / CMX (i) (1)
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= Total signal observed at the emission

monochromator during an excitation laser pulse

following a vaporization pulse minus the dark

signal.

PMT
Emis

(i) = PMTEmis(i) - PMT
Dark (i)

CMX (i)

(6)

= Total signal observed at the PMT after

vaporization with the excitation laser blocked

minus the dark signal.

= CMX(i) - CMX
Dark

(i) (7)

= Total signal at the CMX power monitor during the

excitation laser pulse following the vaporization

minus the dark signal.

CMX100%T(i) CMX100%T(i) CMXDark(l) (8)

= Total signal at the CMX power monitor during the

four excitation laser pulses prior to

vaporization minus the dark signal.

Diode (i) = Diode (i) - DiodeDark(i) (9)

= Total signal at the photodiode during the

excitation paser pulse following vaporization
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minus the dark signal.

Diode Emis(i) = Diode Emis(i) - Diode
Dark

(i) (10)

= The total signal observed at the photodiode after

vaporization with the excitation laser blocked

minus the dark signal.

Diode = Di odeloov( i ) (11)100%T(i) DiodeDark(i)

= The total signal at the photodiode during the

four excitation laser pulses prior to

vaporization minus the dark signal.

Error bars which are displayed on spatial, temporal and spectral

profiles presented in this thesis were obtained by calculating the

average and standard deviation of the F/L, absorbance and emission

over the five vaporization pulses performed at a particular spatial,

temporal or wavelength setting. The error bars represent plus and

minus one standard deviation.
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IV. Results and Discussion

Stainless Steel Alloy Studies

Preliminary Iron Experiments

The first atomic system to be studied in the laser microplume

utilizing nonresonance fluorescence detection was iron. The element

iron was chosen because it is readily available in a wide range of

samples and it possesses a strong resonance atomic transition at

296.69 nm, which is conveniently accessible to a frequency doubled

tunable dye laser. An energy level diagram, Figure 17, shows that the

upper energy level of the 296.69-nm resonance transition is also

connected to another transition at 373.49 nm. The gA transition

probabilities (54), given in terms of 108 transitions/s, are listed in

parenthesis. By exciting ground state iron atoms with laser radiation

at 296.69 nm, resonance fluorescence can be observed at 296.69 nm, and

Stokes direct line fluorescence (30) can be observed at 373.49 nm.

The larger transition probability for the 373.49-nm transition will

result in a greater fluorescence photon flux at this wavelength than

for the resonance transition at 296.69 nm. This combination of

transitions should make iron an ideal species for use in studying the

laser microplume via nonresonance fluorescence.

A stainless steel alloy (#304) was used in all experiments.

The presence of atomic iron in the laser microplume was confirmed

by conducting a wavelength scan of the spontaneous emission generated

during and soon after the vaporization of the sample material to form

the microplume. Figures 18 and 19 are emission wavelength scans over

a 1.8-nm wavelength region surrounding the iron 296.69-nm and 373.49-
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nm transitions, respectively. The emission signal was integrated over

a 6.7-microsecond time interval beginning 10 microseconds after

vaporization. The positions of the major peaks in these scans agree

well with the 296.69-nm and 373.49-nm transition wavelengths.

In order to perform atomic fluorescence experiments on iron in

the microplume, the excitation laser has to be tuned to the iron

296.69-nm resonance transition. The accuracy with which the

excitation laser could be tuned to this iron transition was verified

by two methods. The first method utilizes a technique which has been

extensively developed (55, 56, 28). This technique is based upon the

observation of impedance changes in a hollow cathode lamp when a

laser, which has been tuned to a transition of some species present in

a hollow cathode discharge, is directed into the lamp. In this case

the excitation laser was directed into an iron hollow cathode lamp and

wavelength scanned through the 296.69-nm resonance transition. The

resultant optogalvanic spectrum is shown in Figure 20. The

wavelengths listed in the figure were calculated using the laser

calibration equations developed in (28). The wavelength calculated

from the optogalvanic peak position is 296.692 nm which is exactly the

same as the tabulated wavelength (54).

The second method used to tune the excitation laser was to direct

the laser into the microplume and conduct an excitation wavelength

scan while simultaneously monitoring the iron atomic fluorescence and

atomic absorption. Excitation wavelength scans were conducted by

monitoring the iron resonance fluorescence at 296.69 nm (Figure 21a)

and iron Stokes direct line fluorescence at 373.49 nm (Figure 22a) as

the excitation laser was wavelength scanned from 296.664 nm to 296.712
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nm. The plume was formed in a 100-torr argon atmosphere and the

excitation laser was fired 53 microseconds after vaporization. The

fluorescence signal in both figures has been ratioed to the excitation

laser intensity to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. From both

figures it can be seen that the wavelength of peak absorbance agrees

well with the wavelength of peak fluorescence, for both modes of iron

fluorescence. One of the most striking observations from these

excitation profiles is that the fluorescence at the iron 373.49-nm

transition appears to occur over a much broader range of excitation

wavelengths than does fluorescence at the 296.69-nm resonance

transition. Since the Fe (I) 296.69-nm and 373.49-nm transitions are

supposed to have a common upper energy level (Figure 17), fluorescence

at both wavelengths should yield the same excitation profile when

excited by laser radiation at 296.69 nm.

The absorbance profiles observed during these excitation

wavelength scans (Figures 21b and 22b), however, are quite similar

since both represent the absorbance at the 296.69-nm excitation

transition. The origin of the negative absorbance signals in these

profiles is probably due to the microplume behaving as a lens which

tends to focus the excitation beam onto the surface of the absorption

detector. Since it is very unlikely that the response of this

detector is perfectly uniform over its entire surface, any process

which alters the path of the excitation beam photons causing them to

strike a different position on the detector surface will change the

apparent response of the detector. The absorbance signals in Figures

21b and 22b were obtained by monitoring the excitation beam intensity

with and without the presence of the plume (see the experimental
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section of this thesis for a complete description of the method used

to calculate the absorbance signals). Therefore, the path of the

excitation photons is slightly distorted in the presence of the

microplume which ultimately results in an error in the measured

absorbance signal. This lens like behavior of the microplume could be

due to strong temperature gradients within the microplume which alter

the effective refractive index of the plume or a change in the

refractive index of the plume at wavelengths close to or at the

wavelength of a strong absorption transition of some species present

in the plume (57). In any event, the large differences which were

observed between the fluorescence profiles in Figures 21a and 22a did

not occur in the absorbance profiles. No straightforward explanation

has been found to account for the differences in the observed

fluorescence profiles.

Up to this point the experiments discussed have dealt mainly with

the question of whether or not iron could be detected in the laser

microplume by monitoring the spontaneous emission, absorption and

fluorescence of free iron atoms in the microplume. All three

techniques were shown to be feasible.

The next step was to determine how these three signals change as

a function of time. Temporal information was obtained by varying the

delay time between vaporization and the firing of the excitation

laser. The emission, absorption and fluorescence signals were

monitored between 33 and 457 microseconds after vaporization. This

experiment was performed separately for emission and fluorescence at

296.69 nm and for emission and fluorescence at 373.49 nm in Figures 23

and 24, respectively. The absorbance plot in both figures represents
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the absorbance at the excitation wavelength of 296.69 nm. The plume

was formed in a 100-torr argon atmosphere. These plots show that the

emission, absorbance and fluorescence signals change drastically with

time. Specifically, the maximum emission signal at 296.69 nm and at

373.49 nm occurs at short delay times (33 microseconds) and decreases

rapidly to less than 5% of its maximum within 98 microseconds after

vaporization. The absorbance at 296.69 nm also shows its maximum of

about 0.2 absorbance units at the shortest delay time. However,

unlike the emission signal, iron absorption can be detected out to a

delay time of about 260 microseconds after vaporization. Finally, the

fluorescence profiles at 296.69 nm and at 373.49 nm have much

different forms than either the emission or absorbance profiles.

Fluorescence can be detected at either wavelength until about 294

microseconds after vaporization. The fluorescence does not mimic the

absorbance at all delay times. The fluorescence at 296.69 nm starts

out with a large signal, but quickly decreases to a low level at 66

microseconds and then regains about 60% of its peak magnitude by 163

microseconds after vaporization. The fluorescence at 373.49 nm is

relatively low at the short delay times and increases to give the peak

magnitude at about 131 microseconds after vaporization. Clearly, the

observed temporal behavior of the emission, absorption and

fluorescence signals is determined by complex processes which occur in

the laser microplume both during and after vaporization. Several

general observations can be drawn from the temporal behavior of these

signals:

1) The rapid decrease of spontaneous emission indicates that the

microplume undergoes significant cooling during the first 100
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microseconds after vaporization.

2) Ground state iron atoms can be detected until 260

microseconds after vaporization via absorption and fluorescence

techniques.

After 260 microseconds, processes such as convection, diffusion and

chemical reactions have removed the iron from the optical detection

region (see Figure 15 and discussion about optical detection region in

the instrumentation section of this thesis) or converted the iron to

another form which cannot be detected by these means.

3) Since the fluorescence signal originates from iron atoms

located in a smaller observation region in the plume than the

absorption signal (see Figure 15), the small fluorescence signal

occurring simultaneously with a large absorbance signal at 66

microseconds after vaporization (Fig. 23, 24) may indicate that there

is a low atomic iron concentration in the fluorescence observation

region but a high iron concentration in other regions of the plume

along the path of the excitation laser beam. This would result in an

apparently low fluorescence signal while still observing strong

absorption by the plume. Alternatively, the concentration of iron

atoms along the path of the excitation beam may be so great that pre-

filter absorption has reduced the effective excitation intensity at

the fluorescence observation region. This would result in a lower

fluorescence signal while still observing a strong absorption signal.

A similar reduction of the fluorescence signal can occur by post-

filter absorption as the fluorescence photons travel along the

emission axis (see Figure 16) from the optical observation region

through the plume to the emission monochromator. The existence of an
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analyte concentration gradient within the microplume and the effects

of pre- and post-filter absorption have been discussed in references

11 and 12. It is also possible that the fluorescence signal was

reduced by the presence of some species in the plume which quenches

the iron fluorescence (58). It is not possible to determine which of

the above factors is responsible for the reduced fluorescence signal

at 66 microseconds after vaporization from the limited temporal data

presented in Figures 23 and 24. However, it is important to note that

the fluorescence signal increases at later times (between 130 and 160

microseconds after vaporization). This observation indicates that the

concentration gradient or inner filter effects or quenching effects

are not constant over the lifetime of the microplume.

Spatial Scans

Thought Experiment. Before the results of the spatial scans are

presented, it may be useful to do a simple thought experiment in order

to help visualize what is happening when the fluorescence signal is

observed in the microplume.

When the plume is formed by the vaporization laser and the

excitation laser is fired into the side of the plume, a small disk-

shaped volume is defined by the intersection of the round excitation

beam and the vertical plane of the monochromator collection optics

(Figure 25). The fluorescence photons produced within this volume are

collected by the monochromator and produce an electrical signal when

they strike the photomultiplier tube. A very simple equation can be

written which attempts to relate the observed fluorescence signal to

the intensity of the excitation beam and the analyte concentration
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within the plume:

F = IKCT
Pre

T
Post

(12)

Here I equals the excitation beam intensity just before it enters the

plume, Tpre is the transmittance of that portion of the plume through

which the excitation beam travels before it reaches the viewed volume,

T Post is the transmittance of that portion of the plume through which

the fluorescence photons from the viewed volume travel in order to

reach the monochromator, C is the average analyte concentration within

the viewed element and K is a constant which takes care of all

intrumental and concentration independent parameters such as

fluorescence quenching.

Under ideal conditions, the analyte concentration in the plume

would be low enough so that the pre- and post-transmittance terms

would be very nearly equal to unity. This would allow all the

excitation photons to reach the viewed volume and all the photons

fluoresced in the direction of the optical aperture of the

monochromator to reach the monochromator. In this case the observed

fluorescence signal would be directly proportional to the analyte

concentration within the viewed volume.

The next step in this thought experiment is to visualize a

spatial scan of the plume along the emission axis (optical axis of the

monochromator) in such a manner that the viewed volume element is

gradually shifted across the plume (Figure 26). Under the ideal

conditions of no pre- and post-filter absorption we could make a plot

of the observed fluorescence signal as a function of the spatial

position of the viewed volume element within the plume. This plot

would have the same shape as the concentration gradient within the
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plume. So if the concentration was small and constant throughout the

plume (Figure 27a), one would expect a flat fluorescence profile which

would drop off sharply at the outer limits of the plume. This

requires that quenching effects are constant throughout the plume.

This assumption may not be valid in the real microplume where the

collision rate of analyte atoms with sample material and atmospheric

gas molecules changes over the radius of the microplume. Since it is

not known how the quenching rate varies, it will be assumed to be

constant in order to simplify the model.

Now consider the case where the pre-transmittance term is less

than unity and the post-transmittance term is equal to unity (e.g.,

direct line fluorescence to an unpopulated final state above the

ground state). Once again, employing a plume which has a constant

analyte concentration throughout would produce a fluorescence profile

with a dip in the center (Figure 27b). The dip at the center of the

profile is caused by the increase in pre-filter absorption which

occurs when the excitation beam traverses a longer path length through

the plume.

The final step in the thought experiment is to consider the case

where both the pre- and post-transmittance terms are less than unity.

This represents a system in which both pre- and post-filter absorption

are present (e.g., direct line fluorescence to a final state above the

ground state which is significantly populated by thermal collisions

within the microplume). Once again, a plume which has a constant

analyte concentration throughout would produce a fluorescence profile

which displays the dip in the center due to pre-filter absorption but

also shows a definite asymmetry due to post-filter absorption (Figure
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27c).

In a real laser microplume the concentration profile is not

clearly known and is probably a strong function of spatial position

within the microplume and other parameters such as temperature and

time. Also, the pre- and post-transmittance terms are not constants

but are also functions of the analyte concentration, spatial position

and changes in the transition spectral profiles caused by changes in

collisional broadening.

Reference 2 has developed a series of theoretical fluorescence

profiles which take into account the effects of concentration gradient

as well as pre- and post-filter effects and spatial position. Figure

28 shows a variety of concentration profiles and the fluorescence

profile predicted for each. We will later see that the fluorescence

profile predicted for the concentration profile with a dip at the

center of the plume provides the best correlation with the

experimental results to be discussed next.

Emission Axis Spatial Scans at Various Points Along the

Excitation Axis. In order to gain an insight into how severely pre-

and post-filter absorption would affect the iron fluorescence profile

in the laser microplume, spatial scans were conducted along the

emission axis (Y axis, optical axis of the monochromator) at different

points within the plume along the excitation laser axis (X axis),

Figure 29. During these scans the relative iron fluorescence at

373.49 nm and the absorbance at 296.69 nm were monitored. The scans

were all conducted in a 100-torr argon atmosphere, 2 mm above the

sample surface at a 50-microsecond delay after vaporization. Figure

30 shows the fluorescence signal as a function of position along the
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emission axis. Positive emission axis positions indicate the side of

the plume facing the monochromator. The excitation axis position is

listed for each scan. Negative excitation axis positions indicate the

side of the plume first encountered by the excitation laser beam. The

absorbance profiles were essentially the same for all emission axis

scans, as would be expected. The absorbance profile recorded during

the emission axis scan through the plume center (excitation axis

position = 0 mm) is shown in Figure 31. This absorbance profile is

relatively symmetrical about the center of the plume (the plume center

is located at emission axis position = 0 mm). The peak absorbance

observed is 0.66 absorbance units which indicates that up to 78% of

the excitation beam intensity is being absorbed. This high absorbance

value is not unexpected since the excitation laser is tuned to a

fairly strong iron resonance transition and the concentration of iron

in the plume is very high since the sample material (stainless steel

alloy #304) is between 65 and 71% iron (59). The result of the high

absorbance of the plume is a strong pre-filter effect which will

severely distort the fluorescence profiles.

The strong pre-filter effect is evident in the fluorescence

profiles shown in Figure 30. A reduction in the fluorescence signal

magnitude occurs as the emission axis scans are conducted further into

the plume (X = -3, -2, 0, +2 mm, respectively) with the maximum

fluorescence signal being observed on the side of the plume first

encountered by the excitation beam. The change in the shape of the

fluorescence profiles from a single, symmetrical peak at the edge of

the plume (X = 3 mm) to an uneven double peak in the plume interior (X

= 0 mm) indicates that strong post-filter effects are also present.
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The post-filter absorption is responsible for the reduced fluorescence

signal on the side of the plume farthest away from the monochromator.

The reason for the strong post-filter absorption of the iron Stokes

direct line fluorescence at 373.49 nm may not be readily apparent (see

Figure 17). In order for post-filter absorption of the iron 373.49-nm

fluorescence radiation to occur, there must be a significant number of

iron atoms populating the lower energy level of the 373.49-nm

transition. Under normal conditions one might expect the vast

majority of the iron atoms to be in the ground atomic state with very

few in the excited states. If the assumption is made that the laser

microplume attains thermodynamic equilibrium during or shortly after

vaporization, then the relative populations of the iron ground

electronic state (
5
D
4
) and the lower energy level of the 373.49-nm

transition (iron 5F5 state) can be calculated using the Boltzmann

equation (60):

N9/ = gii exp - [E2 - E L (13)
YN

1
ir
g2

Yid]

where N
2

= population of iron
5
F
5

state

N2 = population of iron ground state

gl = degeneracy of ground state = 9

g2 = degeneracy of 5F5 state = 11

E2 = energy of
5
F5 state = 6928.28 cm

-1

El = energy of ground state = 0 cm-1

The degeneracy of an atomic energy level in the absence of an external

electrical or magnetic field is given by:

gi = 2Ji +1 (14)

where Ji is the value of the total angular momentum quantum number

(61).
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The ratio N2/N1 is plotted as a function of temperature between 0

C and 10,000 C in Figure 32. Initial temperatures in a microplume

have been spectroscopically determined to be as high as 8000 to 29000

K (62). At a temperature of 10,000 C the ratio of N2/N1 is about

0.31 which indicates that a significant number of atoms are in the

iron 5
F5 electronic state. This is true for even lower temperatures

as shown in Figure 32. This relatively high population in the 5F5

state results in a large post-filter effect of the type which produces

the asymmetry in the fluorescence plots in Figure 30. The above

argument would tend to indicate that post-filter absorption in the

microplume could be reduced by performing the spatial scans at a

longer delay time after vaporization. The longer delay time would

enable the plume to expand and diffuse into the surrounding

atmosphere, therby allowing radiational and collisional deactivation

processes to depopulate the iron 5F
5 energy level. This idea will be

the basis of the next series of spatial scans to be discussed.

Emission Axis Spatial Scans at Various Delay Times After

Vaporization. Emission axis spatial scans were conducted at various

delay times after vaporization in order to determine whether the shape

of the fluorescence spatial profile of the microplume would change as

a function of time. Stokes direct line fluorescence at 373.49 nm and

the absorbance at the Fe (I) 296.69-nm excitation wavelength were

monitored simultaneously. The spatial scans were conducted at delay

times of 33, 53, 98 and 261 microseconds after vaporization, in a 100-

torr argon atmosphere, 2 mm above the sample surface and at an

excitation axis position of -2 mm (2 mm from the center of the plume,

towards the side of the plume first encountered by the excitation
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laser beam). Figures 33 and 34 show the observed fluorescence and

absorbance profiles, respectively.

Figure 33 shows that the fluorescence profile changes from a

single peak at 33 microseconds to a double-humped profile at 53

microseconds and, finally, to a single peak which becomes increasingly

symmetrical about the center of the plume at the longer delay times.

At 33 microseconds, strong post-filter absorption allows only the

fluorescence on the side of the plume facing the monochromator to be

detected. At 53 microseconds, the post-filter effect has been reduced

slightly which enables the detection of fluorescence from the far side

of the plume (with respect to the monochromator). This results in the

observed double humped fluorescence profile. Finally, at long delay

times of 98 and 261 microseconds, post-filter absorption is greatly

reduced. At 261 microseconds after vaporization, the result is a

single peaked fluorescence profile which is relatively symmetrical

about the vaporization axis. It should be noted that it is not

possible to attribute the apparent reduction in post-filter absorption

to either deactivation of the iron 5
F
5

energy level or to plume

convection and diffusion because all three processes occur

simultaneously throughout the lifetime of the plume.

Some insight into the relative importance of convection and

diffusion can be obtained from examination of the absorbance profiles

in Figure 34 which were monitored simultaneously with the fluorescence

profiles discussed above. The absorbance profiles show that the peak

absorbance of the plume remains relatively constant at about 0.6

absorbance units during the first 98 microseconds. The apparent width

of the plume (full width at half maximum) during this same period
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decreases from approximately 8.9 mm at the 34 microsecond delay down

to 4.8 mm at the 98 microsecond delay. If it is assumed that Beer's

law is valid for these absorption measurements, then the above results

would predict that the weighted average ground state iron

concentration along the excitation beam pathway is approximately 1.9

times greater at 98 microseconds than at 34 microseconds. Stated in

more direct terms, the plume diameter appears to become smaller and

the concentration greater as the delay time is increased from 34 to 98

microseconds. This seemingly unnatural observation can be explained

by the realization that the plume is formed under extremely violent

conditions which result in the production of a substantial momentum of

the plume in an upward direction, away from the sample surface (63).

Therefore, the cylinder of plume material interrogated by the

excitation laser beam as it passes through the plume at 34 and 98

microseconds may contain two entirely different sets of iron atoms

during the absorbance measurements. Indeed, the absorbance profile

for the spatial scan conducted at 261 microseconds shows only a very

slight absorbance which indicates that a much lower concentration of

iron atoms is residing within the cylinder interrogated by the

excitation beam. This demonstrates the very dynamic nature of the

plume during the course of its lifetime.

It is interesting to note that although the peak absorbance at

the iron 296.69-nm resonance transition remains relatively constant

between 34 and 98 microseconds after vaporization, the fluorescence

profiles (Figure 33) indicate the presence of a strong post-filter

effect only between 34 and 53 microseconds which has apparently been

greatly reduced by 98 microseconds after vaporization, resulting in a
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relatively symmetrical fluorescence profile at that delay time. This

combination of observations indicates that the ratio of N
2
/N

1
given by

Equation 13 is smaller at the longer delay times resulting in a

reduction in the post-filter effect.

The effect of saturation of the iron 296.69-nm resonance

transition by the intense excitation laser beam has not been included

in the above discussion. In short, undercomplete saturated conditions

the absorption of excitation photons is exactly counterbalanced by

stimulated emission so that the net absorption is zero. Since the

absorbance profiles in Figure 34 show that strong absorption of the

excitation beam was observed, it is apparent that at best the system

is only partially saturated. Under conditions of partial saturation

the ability of the excitation beam to saturate the iron 296.69-nm

resonance transition is reduced by the presence of a large number of

iron atoms along the path of the excitation beam. Therefore, the

degree of saturation is expected to be less when the excitation beam

travels through the center of the plume where relatively higher iron

concentrations are interrogated over a longer path length than when

the beam travels through the edge of the plume where lower iron

concentrations are interrogated over a shorter path length. More

complete saturation when the beam is skimming the edges of the plume

leads to the observation of reduced absorbance signals in these

regions, which also reduces the apparent half-width of the microplume

as determined from the absorbance profiles (Figure 34).

In a similar manner the effect of partial saturation on the iron

fluorescence signal in the plume can be described. Partial saturation

of the iron 296.69-nm resonance transition by the excitation laser
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beam results in the reduction of pre - filter absorption which increases

the effective excitation intensity at the fluorescence observation

region (see Figure 25). Since, according to the argument presented

above, saturation is more complete when the beam is skimming the edges

of the plume than when passing through the center, one would expect to

observe an enhancement of the ion fluorescence at the edges of the

plume relative to the center of the plume. This would lead to an

increase in the apparent half-width of the plume as determined from

the fluorescence profile. This is the opposite of what had been

predicted for the absorbance signals in the above discussion. It

should be noted that strong post-filter absorption of the fluorescence

radiation can distort the fluorescence profiles sufficiently to make

it impossible to determine the true half-width of the plume from the

observed fluorescence profile. This was the case in the fluorescence

profiles shown in Figure 33.

It is not possible to determine to what extent the fluorescence

and absorbance profiles in Figures 33 and 34, respectively, have been

distorted by partial saturation effects. The observation of high peak

absorbances of 0.6 in Figure 34 indicates that approximately 75% of

the excitation beam photons were absorbed by the microplume. This

high absorption by the plume means that saturation of the iron 296.69-

nm resonance transition is minimal. Therefore, the original

conclusions obtained without considering saturation effects should

still be valid.

In summary, the series of spatial scans shown in Figures 33 and

34 reveal that post-filter effects in the laser microplume can be

reduced by conducting the spatial scans at longer delay times after
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vaporization. Finally, the presence of a vertical stratification of

analyte concentration in the plume is indicated by absorption

measurements. This vertical inhomogeneity within the plume will be

the basis of the next series of spatial scans to be discussed.

Emission Axis Spatial Scans at Various Heights Above the Sample

Surface. Emission axis spatial scans were conducted at various

heights above the sample surface in order to determine how the

concentration gradient along the vertical axis of the microplume

affects the fluorescence and absorbance profiles. Iron Stokes direct

line fluorescence at 373.49 nm and the absorbance at the 296.69-nm

excitation wavelength were monitored simultaneously. The spatial

scans were conducted at 1, 3, 5.5 and 8 mm above the sample surface in

a 100-torr argon atmosphere, at a 53-microsecond delay time after

vaporization. The emission axis scans were conducted through the

center of the plume. The relative fluorescence and absorbance

profiles are shown in Figures 35 and 36, respectively.

The fluorescence profiles (Fig. 35) show the presence of a large

post-filter effect at 1 and 3 mm above the sample surface, which

causes the maximum fluorescence signal to occur on the side of the

plume facing the monochromator. The fluorescence profile becomes much

more symmetrical higher up in the plume at 5.5 and 8 mm.

Examination of the absorbance profiles (Fig. 36) reveals that the

peak absorbance of the plume at the Fe (I) 296.69-nm resonance

transition decreases from a maximum value of approximately 0.3

absorbance units a 1 mm above the sample surface down to essentially

no detectable absorbance (<0.02) at 8 mm above the sample surface. It

is important to note that although no absorbance is detected at a
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height of 8 mm, a very significant fluorescence signal was observed at

this height (Fig. 35).

These observations indicate that at the 53-microsecond delay time

used in this experiment, the concentration of iron atoms in the plume

decreases further above the sample surface. Regions exist at the top

of the plume where the atomic concentration is low enough to minimize

pre- and post-filter effects.

Emission Axis Spatial Scans in Various Noble Gas Atmospheres.

Spatial scans along the emission axis were conducted in helium, neon

and argon atmospheres in order to determine whether the density of the

atmosphere surrounding the microplume would affect the observed

fluorescence and absorbance profiles. Iron Stokes direct line

fluorescence at 373.49 nm and the absorbance at the 296.69-nm

excitation wavelength were monitored simultaneously. The spatial

scans were performed in 50-torr helium, neon and argon atmospheres, 53

microseconds after vaporization and 2 mm above the sample surface.

The emission axis scans were conducted through the center of the

plume. The relative fluorescence and absorbance profiles are shown in

Figures 37 and 38, respectively.

The asymmetry displayed by the fluorescence profiles (Fig. 37) in

all three noble gas atmospheres indicates that post-filter absorption

is present. This results in the reduction of fluorescence signal

originating from regions of the plume opposite the monochromator

(negative emission axis positions). An interesting observation from

these fluorescence profiles is that the post-filter absorption appears

to be less severe in helium and neon atmospheres than in the argon

atmosphere. The difference is especially apparent between helium and
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argon: strong fluorescence signals are observed at negative emission

axis positions (far side of the plume from the monochromator) in

helium but not argon. It is also important that the maximum

fluorescence signal was observed in the helium atmosphere.

Examination of Figure 38 reveals that the absorbance profiles are

quite similar in shape for all three atmospheres. The peak

absorbances observed for the three atmospheres were approximately 0.46

in argon, 0.44 in neon and 0.32 in helium.

In addition to conducting emission axis scans in noble gases at

constant pressure, a series of scans was performed in helium, neon and

argon atmospheres whose pressures had been adjusted to account for the

difference in atomic weights of the three gases. Spatial scans were

conducted in 50-torr argon, 99-torr neon, and 500-torr helium.

Assuming that all three gases will behave as ideal gases, these

pressures will provide atmospheres of the same mass density to

interact with the microplume. The scans were once again performed 53

microseconds after vaporization, 2 mm above the sample surface and

along the emission axis through the center of the plume. The relative

fluorescence and absorbance profiles are shown in Figures 39 and 40,

respectively. These figures show that although very similar

fluorescence and absorbance profiles were observed in the 50-torr

argon and 99-torr neon atmospheres, only very small fluorescence and

absorbance signals were observed in the 500-torr helium atmosphere.

It appears that the high pressure helium atmosphere has very

effectively prevented the expansion of the plume that had previously

occurred at 50 torr. It is clear that the relationship between the

rate of plume expansion and the pressure of the atmosphere surrounding
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the plume is not a simple linear function.

There are several possible ideas which can provide at least a

partial explanation for the above fluorescence and absorbance

profiles. First, due to its lower atomic mass relative to argon,

helium atoms will have a higher average velocity at a given

temperature. This higher velocity will result in more collisions per

unit time with the iron atoms in the plume. These collisions may

provide an additional pathway for the deactivation of the iron 5F5

energy level (see Fig. 17), thereby reducing the post-filter effect in

a helium atmosphere relative to argon. However, this idea does not

provide a simple explanation of the observed absorbance profiles. A

more likely explanation is that the plume expands faster in helium

than in argon at a given pressure. This would result in a lower iron

concentration in the plume and facilitate faster conduction of the

plume energy into the surrounding atmosphere. The result would be a

reduction in the post-filter absorption as well as a reduction in the

peak absorbance at the excitation wavelength as was observed in the

absorbance profiles (Fig. 38). Clearly, both collisional deactivation

and diffusional processes will be occurring simultaneously throughout

the lifetime of the energetic and dynamic microplume. These

differences in plume behavior in helium and argon atmospheres will be

discussed again for a different analyte and sample in the laser

microprobe.
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Comparison of Iron Resonance and Stokes Direct

Line Fluorescence Detection

A comparison of the quality of the data obtained in the detection

of atomic iron in the laser microplume via resonance and Stokes direct

line fluorescence was conducted with respect to the signal-to-noise

ratio. The total signal observed by the monochromator in an iron

resonance fluorescence experiment is composed of iron fluorescence

plus iron spontaneous emission plus scattered radiation from the

excitation source (there is no scatter component for Stokes direct

line fluorescence since the fluorescence is at an entirely different

wavelength than the excitation). Each of these components will

contribute to the absolute magnitude of the total signal and to the

noise in that total signal. Since resonance rather than nonresonance

fluorescence is now used, this procedure includes a correction for

scatter of the resonance excitation line. The following procedure was

developed by Beenen (reference 12) in order to determine the

contribution of each of the above components to the total observed

signal and noise. The procedure is presented here to clarify the

final results:

Three different types of measurements are necessary in order
to determine the relative contribution of emission, scatter
and fluorescence to the total observed signal and noise.
The first type involves the collection of the total signal
with the excitation laser tuned to the iron 296.69-nm
resonance transition, (0N-2). The measured signal will be
composed of all three types of signals: fluorescence,
scatter and emission. The next measurement is made with the
excitation laser tuned 0.03 nm away from the iron resonance
wavelength to 296.66 nm (OFF-2), giving a signal composed of
scatter and emission. The final measurement is made with
the excitation laser blocked (BLOCKED), which gives a signal
due to emission.
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The (ON-3), (OFF-3) and (BLOCKED) measurements were
made on iron with the excitation laser fired 53 microseconds
after vaporization. The (ON-1) and (OFF-0 measurements
were made with the excitation beam passing through the plume
3.5 mm off-center in the direction of the monochromator and
2 mm above the sample surface. The slits on the emission
monochromator were set to 200 microns and focused at the
-3.5-mm position on the excitation axis (3.5 mm away from
the plume center towards the side of the plume first
encountered by the excitation photons). This off-center
optical detection region provided good signal levels with a
minimum of pre- and post-filter absorption. For a single
experiment, five measurements of (ON -A) data were recorded
followed by five measurements of (OFF-A) data and then five
measurements of (BLOCKED) data. This experiment was
repeated six times for resonance fluorescence detection and
six times for Stokes direct line fluorescence detection.
The results of these experiments are presented in tables I,
II and III.

The results presented in table III indicate that at a 95%

confidence level there is a statistically significant difference (64)

between the signal-to-noise ratios obtained using Stokes direct line

fluorescence and resonance fluorescence detection, with Stokes direct

line fluorescence being greater by a factor of 2.5. For both modes of

detection the major source of noise in the total (ON-A) signal is due

to noise in the fluorescence signal.

Table III shows that the noise in the emission signal at both

wavelengths contributes less than 1% to the total signal variance. It

should be noted that the emission contribution to the total signal

variance would increase at shorter delay times where spontaneous plume

emission is stronger.

The scatter signal for the resonance experiment contributes less

than 1% to the signal variance. The signal observed with the

excitation laser tuned (OFF-a) during the Stokes direct line

fluorescence experiment is not due to scatter since the emission

monochromator is tuned to a wavelength (373.49 nm) which is different



TABLE I. IRON RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE DETECTION NOISE STUDY

Trial # (ON-2)
SON

(OFF-a) SOFF (Blocked) S
Block

Fluor a' S
Fluor

Scatter
b

SScatt

1 0,42 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.10 0.00 0.00

2 0.43 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.04 0.01 0.00

3 0.42 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.13 0.00 0.00

4 0.38 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.09 0.01 0.00

5 0.41 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.05 0.01 0.00

6 0.42 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.07 0.01 0.01

Average c' 0.41 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.09 0.01 0.00

a. Fluor = (ON-A) - (OFF-a)

2 2 1/2
SFluor = (S

ON
+ S

OFF
)

b. Scatter = (OFF-a) - (Blocked)

= (S
2

+ S
2

)
1/2

S
OFF Block

c. Average Deviation = + S22 + S3 + S211 + S26)/6 1/2



TABLE II. IRON STOKES DIRECT LINE FLUORESCENCE DETECTION NOISE STUDY

Trial # (ON-2)
SON

(OFF-A) SOFF (Blocked)
SBlock

Fluor a' S
Fluor

Scatter
b

S
Scatt

1 1.21 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.21 0.15 0.01 0.00

2 1.14 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.14 0.07 0.01 0.00

3 1.02 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.02 0.09 0.01 0.00

4 1.06 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.06 0.06 0.01 0.00

5 1.01 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.01 0.04 0.01 0.00

6 0.98 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.07 0.01 0.00

Average c' 1.07 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.07 0.09 0.01 0.00

a. Fluor = (ON-A) - (Block)

2 2 1/2
S = (SON SBlock'Fluor ON Block

b. Scatter = Residual Fluorescence

= (OFF-A) - (Block)

2 1/2
S
Scatt

= (S
OFF

+ S Block

(SI + S22 + S23 + S24 + S25 + 4.)/6 1/2c. Average Deviation =
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TABLE III. SUMMARY OF NOISE STUDY RESULTS

Iron 296.69 nm
Resonance
Fluorescence

Iron 373.49 nm
Stokes Direct Line
Fluorescence

S Fluor
/N /c

-Fluor

S
2

Block
/ 2
S
ON

2

SScatt
/
S
2

ON

4.6

1%

1%

12

1%

1%
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than the excitation wavelength (296.66 nm). The (OFF-A) signal in

this case is due to weak excitation of the wings of the 296.69 nm

resonance transition. This was demonstrated by the very broad

wavelength region over which the Stokes direct line fluorescence at

373.49 nm can be generated (see Fig. 22). For this reason the

fluorescence signal in this case was calculated by subtracting the

(BLOCKED) data from the (ON-A) data and there is assumed to be no

scatter component in the total (ON-A) signal.

The main conclusions that can be drawn from this study are that

Stokes direct line fluorescence detection provides a better signal-to-

noise ratio than resonance detection and that the fluorescence signal

is the main source of noise in the total (ON-A) signal. This is

probably the result of plume inhomogeneity and irreproducibility which

are natural side effects of the violent vaporization processes. It is

important to stress that these experiments were conducted under

constant conditions at one point within the plume. Improvements in

the signal-to-noise ratio may be obtained by altering conditions such

as atmospheric pressure, delay time, slit width, vaporization energy,

etc.

Summary of Iron Studies

The ability to detect atomic iron in the laser microplume via

Stokes direct line fluorescence was confirmed by conducting an

excitation wavelength scan. The wavelength of peak iron fluorescence

agrees well with the wavelength of peak iron absorption at the

excitation wavelength. A much broader excitation profile was observed

for Stokes direct line fluorescence than for a similar scan conducted
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with resonance fluorescence detection.

A preliminary temporal study revealed that specific plume

emission is present until approximately 100 microseconds after

vaporization while absorbance and fluorescence signals could be

detected until about 260 microseconds after vaporization. Iron

emission and absorbance achieve their maximum amplitudes within the

first 33 microseconds after vaporization and then decrease

monotonicly. Iron fluorescence, both resonance and Stokes direct

line, exhibit much more unpredicable behavior at short delay times.

Possible rationalizations to account for this behavior include low

analyte concentration in the optical detection region and pre- and

post-filter absorption.

A simple thought experiment is used to obtain an intuitive

estimate of probable fluorescence profiles which would be obtained

during a spatial scan through the microplume. This thought experiment

leads to an understanding of the potential effects of pre- and post-

filter absorption and analyte concentration gradient on the spatially

resolved fluorescence profiles.

Spatial scans conducted along the emission axis at various points

on the excitation axis confirm the presence of pre- and post-filter

effects in Stokes direct line fluorescence detection of iron.

Absorption measurements made simultaneously with the fluorescence

measurements also confirmed strong absorption of the excitation

radiation by the plume. A simple Boltzmann distribution calculation

for typical temperatures encountered in the laser microplume is used

to explain the presence of post-filter absorption during Stokes direct

line fluorescence.
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A series of spatial scans conducted along the emission axis at

various delay times after vaporization indicate the presence of strong

post-filter absorption up to at least 53 microseconds after

vaporization. By 98 microseconds after vaporization this post-filter

absorption is apparently largely reduced. Absorbance measurements

made simultaneously with the fluorescence measurements reveal that the

plume is smaller and more concentrated at 98 microseconds than at 33

microseconds after vaporization. This combination of fluorescence and

absorbance observations indicates that the plume is expanding upward

from the sample surface with the probable existence of an analyte

concentration gradient along the vertical axis of the plume. The

effect of saturation on the observed fluorescence and absorbance

profiles is briefly discussed.

The presence of a concentration gradient along the vaporization

axis within the plume was confirmed by simultaneous fluorescence and

absorbance measurements during a series of spatial scans along the

emission axis at various heights above the sample. The absorbance

decreases from about 0.3 absorbance units to no detectable absorbance

between 1 and 8 mm above the sample surface, respectively. The

fluorescence profiles observed at 1 and 3 mm above the sample surface

demonstrate strong inner filter effect distortions while the

fluorescence profiles observed higher in the plume at 5.5 and 8 mm are

much less affected by inner filter effects.

The effect of atmosphere density upon the observed fluorescence

profiles was studied by conducting spatial scans along the emission

axis in helium, neon and argon atmospheres. The fluorescence and

absorbance profiles observed indicte that plume-atmosphere interaction
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is strongly affected by the density and pressure of the atmosphere.

The processes of collisional deactivation and diffusion are discussed

in relation to these observed fluorescence and absorbance profiles.

Finally, a comparison of signal-to-noise ratios for resonance and

Stokes direct line fluorescence detection of iron is made. Stokes

direct line fluorescence detection provides a signal-to-noise ratio

2.5 times greater than resonance detection. In both modes of

detection the fluorescence signal is the major source of noise in the

total observed signal. The emission and scatter signals contribute

less than 1% to the total signal variance.
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Niobium Alloy Study

Preliminary Experiments

The next set of elements to be studied in the laser microplume

using nonresonance atomic fluorescence detection was titanium,

zirconium and hafnium in a niobium alloy matrix (alloy #Cb-1Zr,

supplied by Teledyne Wah Chang Corp., Albany, Oregon). These elements

were chosen for study because they were present in various useful

concentrations in an available niobium alloy sample (see Table IV) and

because each of the three elements possesses several strong resonance

transitions in wavelength regions which are conveniently accessible

with a frequency doubled tunable dye laser. Energy level diagrams,

Figures 41-43, indicate the various transitions which have been

examined during the course of this research. The weighted transition

probability (gA factor) is listed in parenthesis for each transition

(54). These diagrams show that all three elements have a variety of

possible combinations of excitation and fluorescence transitions. The

various excitation-fluorescence combinations used in this research can

be grouped into three different classes (30) which are illustrated in

Figure 44. In Figures 44a through 44c the solid vertical lines

represent a radiative excitation or decay while the dotted vertical

line represents the promotion of analyte atoms from the ground state

up to a low level excited electronic state by thermal effects within

the plume.

A good example of how intense nonresonance fluorescence can be

under laser excitation was demonstrated by the visual observation of

green atomic fluorescence at the zirconium 507.83-nm and 516.10-nm



TABLE IV. COMPOSITION OF Cb-1Zr ALLOY

Element % Composition

Niobium

Zirconium

Carbon

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Hydrogen

Boron

Cadmium

Cobalt

Hafnium

Iron

Lead

Manganese

Molybdenum

Nickel

Silicon

Tantalum

Titanium

Tungsten

Vanadium

Total Rare Earths

98.5% min

0.8-1.2%

0.01 max

0.03 11

0.03

0.002

0.0001 "

0.0005

0.003

0.01

0.05

0.005

0.01

0.1

0.02

0.03

0.1

0.05

0.02

0.02

0.01

II
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transitions.
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transitions when the excitation laser was tuned to the zirconium

319.12-nm resonance transition and directed into the discharge cloud

of a pulsed zirconium hollow cathode lamp. This green fluorescence

could also be visually observed when the excitation laser was

wavelength tuned across the zirconium 325.04-nm transition.

Excitation wavelength scans were conducted on atomic Ti, Zr and

Hf in the laser microplume for several combinations of excitation and

fluorescence transitions for each element. During these scans the

atomic absorption and fluorescence were monitored simultaneously in

order to confirm the accuracy with which the excitation laser could be

tuned to a given atomic transition. These scans also provide a

convenient opportunity to evaluate each combination of excitation and

fluorescence transitions with respect to the possibility of pre-filter

absorption in the microplume (based upon absorbance measurements at

the excitation wavelength) and signal-to-noise ratio. Table V

provides a summary of all excitation wavelength scans which were

conducted on Ti, Zr and Hf in the laser microplume. This table

indicates that all of the excitation wavelength scans can be

classified as either Stokes direct line fluorescence (SDL) or as anti-

Stokes direct line fluorescence (A-SDL) (see Figure 44).

Typical examples of absorbance and fluorescence profiles observed

during an excitation wavelength scan on a Stokes direct line

fluorescence system are shown in Figure 45. These profiles were

obtained by simultaneously monitoring the Zr(I) atomic absorbance at

296.09 nm and the fluorescence at 301.18 nm in the laser microplume as

the excitation laser was wavelength scanned through the Zr (I) 296.09-

nm resonance transition. The spectral bandwidth of the excitation



TABLE V. SUMMARY OF Ti, Zr AND Hf EXCITATION WAVELENGTH SCANS

Element
Excitation
Wavelength (nm)

Fluorescence
Wavelength (nm)

Peak
Absorbance

Peak S/N Ratio
in Fluorescence

Classification

Ti(I) 294.20 445.33 0.01 11 SDL

Ti(I) 318.65 503.84 0.02 9 SDL

Zr(I) 296.09 301.18 0.35 14 SDL

Zr(I) 319.12 325.04 0.39 7 SDL

Zr(I) 319.12 507.83 0.35 14 SDL

Zr(I) 319.12 604.59 0.34 19 SDL

Zr(I) 325.05 319.12 0.14 10 A-SDL

Hf(I) 294.08 315.98 0.09 16 SDL

Hf(I) 298.08 320.61 0.05 26 SDL

Hf(I) 307.29 331.29 0.22 16 SDL

Hf(I) 315.98 294.08 0.12 12 A-SDL

Hf(I) 331.29 307.29 0.02 18 A-SDL

Peak S/N Ratio in Fluorescence = Average S/N of the three largest fluorescence
signals for each excitation profile

SDL = Stokes Direct Line Fluorescence
A-SDL = Anti-Stokes Direct Line Fluorescence
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Figure 45. Zr excitation wavelength scan with fluorescence
detection at 301.18 nm and absorbance detection
at 296.09 nm.
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laser in the ultraviolet is stated by the manufacturer (Chromatix

Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) to be approximately 1.8 times larger than the

-1spectral bandwidth in the visible region of the spectrum (0.1 cm
-or

0.004 nm at 600.0 nm), which is comparable to the width of the profile

in Figure 45. The microplume was formed in a 100-torr atmosphere and

the excitation laser was fired 53 microseconds after vaporization.

Figure 45 shows that the general shape and position of the

fluorescence and absorbance profiles are very similar. The wavelength

of peak fluorescence and absorbance was calculated using the laser

calibration equations (28) to be 296.087 nm which is equal to the

tabulated value (54). A high absorbance of 0.35 was observed at the

excitation wavelength due to the relatively high concentration of

zirconium in the niobium alloy ('1 %, Table IV) and also because the

excitation transition is a strong resonance transition. This rather

high absorbance will lead to significant pre-filter absorption in the

laser microplume.

Examples of absorbance and fluorescence profiles observed during

an excitation wavelength scan on an anti-Stokes direct line

fluorescence system are shown in Figure 46. In this case the profiles

were obtained by simultaneously monitoring the Hf (I) absorbance at

331.29 nm and the fluorescence at 307.29 nm in the laser microplume as

the excitation laser was scanned through a spectral region surrounding

the Hf (I) 331.29-nm transition. The microplume was again formed in a

100-torr argon atmosphere and the excitation laser was fired 53

microseconds after vaporization.

It is important to note that in anti-Stokes direct line

fluorescence the excitation laser is interacting with the population
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Figure 46. Hf excitation wavelength scan with fluorescence
detection at 307.29 nm and absorbance detection
at 331.29 nm.
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of an atomic energy lower level which lies above the ground state (see

Figure 44b), in this case the Hf (I) atomic state which lies 2357 cm-1

above the ground state (see Figure 43). Examination of the titanium

and zirconium atomic energy level diagrams in Figures 41 and 42,

respectively, reveals that these elements also possess similar energy

levels close to the ground state. For all three elements these low

lying energy levels are connected to much higher energy atomic levels

by radiative transitions which are conveniently accessible with a

frequency doubled tunable dye laser. These are the transitions which

were employed for excitation in anti-Stokes direct line fluorescence.

Figure 46 shows that by exciting hafnium atoms in the plume with

laser radiation at 331.29 nm, it was possible to observe a strong

fluorescence signal at 307.29 nm. The wavelength of the peak

fluorescence signal was calculated from the laser calibration

equations (28) to be 331.288 nm, which is within 0.002 nm of the

tabulated wavelength of 331.286 nm (54). The absorbance at the

excitation wavelength was very low (less than 0.02) due to the low

concentration of Hf in the niobium alloy (less than 100 ppm, Table IV)

and also the relatively low population of the Hf 2357-cm-1 energy

level relative to the ground state. This low absorbance indicates

that pre-filter absorption should not be a problem with this

particular excitation transition.

Table V lists only a fraction of the wide variety of possible

combinations of excitation and fluorescence transitions that can be

used to detect the elements Ti, Zr and Hf. This variety provides the

analytical chemist with a very versatile tool for studying the laser

microplume. A good example fo the versatility of nonresonance
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detection of atomic species in the laser microplume is demonstrated by

the Hf (I) fluorescence and absorbance profiles shown in Figure 47.

These profiles were obtained by monitoring the Hf absorbance at 315.98

nm and fluorescence at 294.08 nm in the laser microplume as the

excitation laser was wavelength scanned through the 315.98-nm

transition. The plume was formed in a 100-torr argon atmosphere and

the excitation laser was fired 53 microseconds after vaporization.

The broad absorbance profile at the 315.98-nm excitation

wavelength indicates that there is a spectral interference caused by

some other species in the microplume which absorbs at wavelengths

close to the Hf (I) 315.98-nm transition. As a result, it is not

possible to determine how much of the absorbance is due to Hf.

However, the fluorescence profile shows a single, narrow peak which

appears to be free of any spectral interference. The wavelength of

peak fluorescence was calculated to be 315.984 nm which is 0.002 nm

from the tabulated value of 315.982 nm (54).

Since there are a large number of possible excitation and

fluorescence transition combinations for Ti, Zr and Hf, it was not

feasible to study each element in the laser microplume. Hafnium was

chosen for further study because, of the three elements, it was

present in the lowest concentration in the niobium alloy sample (see

Table IV). Also, the results of the excitation wavelength scans shown

in Table V appear to indicate that hafnium will provide good signal-

to-noise ratios relative to Ti and Zr. Hafnium was used to study the

interaction of the microplume with the surrounding atmosphere. In

particular, the effect of noble gas atmosphere density on the

microplume, which was briefly encountered in the iron study, was
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Figure 47. Hf excitation wavelength scan with fluorescence
detection at 294.08 nm and absorbance detection
at 315.98 nm.
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examined more closely. The strong inner filter effects which made the

interpretation of experimental results difficult during the iron study

were largely reduced due to the low concentration of hafnium in the

sample material and the large variety of possible excitation-

fluorescence transition combinations.

Effect of Excitation Source Irradiance

on the Absorbance and Fluorescence Signals

The application of laser induced fluorescence in the detection of

atomic species in the laser microplume takes advantage of the high

irradiance (W/cm2) produced by the excitation laser in order to

generate strong fluorescence signals by exciting a large fraction of

atoms to a high energy state from which they will spontaneously decay

by the emission of fluorescence photons. If a population of atoms of

one element is exposed to a field of very intense monochromatic

radiation which has a wavelength corresponding to a particular atomic

transition of that element, then a phenomenon known as saturation can

occur. Saturation of atomic transitions by laser radiation and its

effect on the atomic absorbance and fluorescence signals has been

studied in detail by many workers (26, 65-68). Saturation of a

transition between two atomic energy levels will occur when the

excitation source irradiance becomes large enough so that the fraction

of the population of atoms in the upper energy level will be

determined primarily by the processes of stimulated absorption and

stimulated emission. At a sufficiently high irradiance the rate of

depopulation of the upper state by stimulated emission will equal the

rate of depopulation of the lower state by [stimulated] absorption,
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thereby limiting the fraction of the population that is in the upper

energy level to a number on the order of the ratio of the statistical

weights of the two states. At this point any further increase in the

excitation source irradiance will not increase the population of the

upper energy level, and the transition is said to be saturated.

As the excitation source irradiance is gradually increased from

the realm of conventional sources (hollow cathode and electrodeless

discharge lamps, etc.) to the irradiance of a high power laser, the

population of the upper energy level will increase linearly at the low

irradiances and then level off at the high irradiances where

saturation is achieved. This growth in the upper energy level

population will be reflected as a decrease in the absorbance signal

and an increase in the fluorescence signal. Figure 48 shows the

general shape of growth curves of the absorbance and fluorescence

signals as a function of source irradiance (66, 67). Figure 48a shows

that at low irradiances where stimulated emission is negligible, the

absorbance is independent of the source intensity. As the irradiance

increases and a large fraction of atoms is promoted to the upper

state, the population of the lower state and the absorbance begin to

decrease. At the highest irradiances where the excitation transition

is saturated, the absorbance is zero since every source photon

consumed by the stimulated absorption process is replaced by a photon

from the stimulated emission process.

Figure 48b shows that the fluorescence signal is proportional to

the source intensity at the low irradiances and gradually levels off

at high irradiances as saturation is achieved. This is a result of

the fact that the fluorescence signal is directly proportional to the
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Figure 48. Theoretical absorbance and fluorescence growth
curves as a function of analyte irradiance.
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population density of the upper energy level. A detailed evaluation

of saturated fluorescence (26, 65) shows that under saturation

conditions the fluorescence signal is still proportional to the

analyte concentration, although it is no longer proportional to the

source irradiance.

This simple explanation of the saturation phenomenon reveals that

it would be advantageous to conduct fluorescence experiments under

saturation conditions since the fluorescence signal will be

independent of fluctuations in the excitation source irradiance.

However, in resonance fluorescence experiments the scatter signal will

continue to increase linearly with the excitation source irradiance so

that a compromise between saturation and scatter must be made (69).

Scatter is not a significant problem in nonresonance fluorescence

experiments.

In order to determine whether the excitation transitions used to

detect Ti and Hf in the laser microplume were being saturated, the

absorbance and fluorescence signals were simultaneously monitored as a

function of excitation laser intensity for several different

combinations of excitation and fluorescence transitions. The

microplume was formed in a 100-torr argon atmosphere and the

fluorescence and absorbance were monitored at the center of the plume,

2 mm above the sample surface 53 microseconds after vaporization.

Table VI provides a summary of the various excitation and fluorescence

transition combinations that were tested for saturation. Examples of

the absorbance and fluorescence signals observed in the laser

microplume are shown in Figure 49. These plots were obtained by

monitoring the absorbance at the hafnium 294.08-nm resonance
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TABLE VI.

Element

SUMMARY OF Ti

Excitation
(nm)

AND Hf SATURATION

Fluorescence
(nm)

EXPERIMENTS

Classification

Ti 294.20 445.33 SDL

Ti 318.65 503.84 SDL

Hf 294.08 315.98 SDL

Hf 307.29 331.29 SDL

Hf 331.29 307.29 ASDL

SDL = Stokes direct line fluorescence

ASDL = Anti-Stokes direct line fluorescence
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Figure 49. Experimental growth curves of Hf 315.98-nm fluorescence and 294.08-nm absorbance
as a function of excitation laser intensity.
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transition and the Stokes direct line fluorescence at the 315.98-nm

transition. Figure 49 shows that the absorbance decreases from

approximately 0.9 at low laser irradiance to approximately 0.1 at a

laser irradiance 275 times greater. The fluorescence signal shows a

definite negative deviation as the laser energy is increased. Similar

shapes to these absorbance and fluorescence profiles were observed

during all the experiments listed in Table VI.

The absorbance plot in Figure 49 is indicative of a system which

is heavily saturated, while the fluorescence plot tends to indicate

that the system is only partially saturated. This seeming

contradiction can be resolved by recognition of the fact that the

excitation laser is not uniformly intense across its diameter. Figure

50 shows the cross sectional intensity profile of the ultraviolet

excitation laser beam as measured by a 256 element photodiode array.

The Gaussian shaped intensity profile has a full width half maximum of

approximately 1.1 mm while the width at 10% of full height is

approximately 2.7 mm. This intensity distribution allows the central

portion of the laser beam to saturate the excitation transition more

than the peripheral regions. The saturation of atomic fluorescence by

a laser beam with a Gaussian cross sectional profile has been

investigated theoretically (70) and was shown to result in a.

fluorescence growth curve very similar to the plot in Figure 49. The

apparent heavy saturation displayed by the absorbance plot in Figure

49 is most likely the result of the intense central regions of the

excitation beam which saturate a "hole" through the microplume thereby

allowing the bulk of the excitation pulse intensity to reach the

absorption detector.
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Another likely cause for achieving only partial saturation is the

temporal shape of the laser pulse. Figure 51 shows the temporal

response of a photodiode which is used to monitor the intensity of

every pulse of the excitation laser. The laser intensity is greatest

during the middle of the laser pulse so that saturation will be

greater then than at the beginning or end of the laser pulse. Since

the fluorescence and absorbance detectors integrate the signals over

the entire laser pulse, the final results will indicate only partial

saturation. Temporal effects have been studied by other workers (69).

The ability of the excitation laser to saturate the excitation

transition will lead to a reduction in pre-filter absorption in the

laser microplume. Since the cross sectional intensity profile and

temporal characteristics of the excitation laser employed in this

research allow only partial saturation of the excitation transition,

it is difficult to predict the effect of saturation on the spatially

resolved fluorescence profiles which are observed in the microplume.

In order to determine whether saturation would have any effect on the

observed spatially resolved fluorescence profiles, spatial scans were

conducted along the excitation axis at various intensities of the

excitation laser. During these scans the excitation laser which was

tuned to the Hf 331.29-nm transition, was directed through the center

of the microplume, 2 mm above the sample surface. The excitation

laser intensity was attenuated by placing neutral density filters in

the beam path. The fluorescence was monitored at the Hf 307.29-nm

resonance transition. The plume was formed in a 100-torr argon

atmosphere and the excitation laser was fired 53 microseconds after

vaporization. Figure 52 shows the observed fluorescence profiles at
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four different excitation laser irradiances which varied from 7 to 240

W/cm
2

. The laser irradiance was measured with a disk calorimeter.

These plots show that the fluorescence profile does not change in

shape or width with increasing laser intensity. These observations

indicate that for this particular combination of hafnium excitation

and fluorescence transitions (anti-Stokes direct line fluorescence,

Figure 44b), partial saturation of the excitation transition does not

appear to severely distort the shape of the observed spatially

resolved fluorescence profiles. These hafnium atomic transitions were

employed in spatial and temporal studies which are discussed next.

Spatial Scans Along the Excitation Axis at Several

Heights Above the Sample Surface

Spatial scans were conducted along the excitation axis at various

heights above the sample surface in helium and argon atmospheres in

order to determine whether the density of the atmosphere surrounding

the plume would affect the spatial fluorescence profile of atomic

hafnium in the microplume. Hafnium anti-Stokes direct line

fluorescence at 307.29 nm and absorbance at the 331.29-nm excitation

wavelength were monitored during spatial scans which were performed in

100-torr helium and argon atmospheres at 2 and 4 mm above the sample

surface and 20 microseconds after vaporization. The excitation axis

scans were conducted through the center of the plume. The relative

fluorescence profiles are shown in Figure 53.

No significant absorbance signal was observed during any of the

scans in Figure 53. This indicates that pre-filter absorption is

minimal at this excitation wavelength.
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Figure 53. Spatial Hf 307.29-nm fluorescence profiles along
the excitation axis at 2 and 4 mm above the sample
surface in 100-torr He and Ar atmospheres.
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Several observations can be made from the fluorescence profiles.

In the helium atmosphere the fluorescence signal was larger at 4 mm

above the sample surface than at 2 mm, while just the opposite

occurred in the argon atmosphere, where the larger signal was observed

at 2 mm. This observation indicates that at 20 microseconds after

vaporization in the helium atmosphere the highest atomic hafnium

concentration occurs further above the sample surface than in the

argon atmosphere.

Next, the shape of the fluorescence profiles is quite different

for the two atmospheres, especially at 2 mm above the sample where the

profile in helium has a single peak and the profile in argon shows a

clear, double peak. The occurrence of a dip in a fluorescence spatial

profile has been studied previously (2, 71) and has been attributed to

the existence of an analyte concentration gradient within the

microplume although the possibility that inner filter effects were

also responsible was not eliminated.

It is apparent from the fluorescence profiles shown in Figure 53

that the composition of the atmosphere surrounding the laser

microplume greatly affects the distribution of fluorescing hafnium

atoms within the plume. The differences between the plumes formed in

helium and argon atmospheres was investigated further.

Temporal Studies of Hafnium Fluorescence

and Absorbance in the Laser Microplume

In order to obtain information on how long hafnium fluorescence

and absorbance could be detected during the lifetime of the

microplume, temporal scans were conducted by varying the delay time
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between vaporization and the firing of the excitation laser. The

fluorescence and absorbance signals were monitored at the center of

the plume, 2 mm above the sample surface, between 7 and 144

microseconds after vaporization and in 100-torr atmospheres of helium,

neon and argon. Temporal scans were conducted for several

combinations of excitation and fluorescence transitions in each of the

noble atmospheres. Table VII summarizes the various temporal scans

which were made. This table shows that three temporal scans were

conducted with excitation at the Hf 307.29-nm resonance transition and

Stokes direct line fluorescence monitored at the Hf 331.29-nm

transition in atmospheres of He, Ne and Ar. Three temporal scans were

also conducted in just the opposite manner with excitation at 331.29 -

nm and fluorescence at 307.29 nm.

The results of the excitation wavelength scans which were

summarized in Table V indicated that a much higher absorbance (A =

0.22) was observed when the excitation laser was tuned to the hafnium

307.29-nm resonance transition than when tuned to the 331.29-nm

transition (A = 0.02). This may be due to a reduced population

density of hafnium atoms in the lower energy level of the 331.29-nm

transition compared to the ground state population density (Figure 43)

and/or more complete saturation of the 331.29-nm transition than the

307.29-nm transition by the excitation laser. The ability of the

excitation laser to at least partially saturate both hafnium

transitions was confirmed by conducting saturation experiments (Table

VI). These experiments were discussed previously. Saturation of

either hafnium transition will lead to a reduction of pre-filter

absorption in the microplume.



TABLE VII. SUMMARY OF Hf AND Zr TEMPORAL SCANS

Element
Excitation
Wavelength (nm)

Fluorescence
Wavelength (nm)

Atmos-
phere

Time of Peak
Fluorescence ( s)

Time of Peak
Absorbance ( s)

Peak
Absorbance

Hf 307.29 331.29 He 27 7 0.22

Hf Ne 33 7 0.41

Hf Ar 53 14 0.46

Hf 331.29 307.29 He 27 7 0.02

Hf Ne 33 7 0.04

Hf
I. I. Ar 40 14 0.03

Hf 331.29 454.40 Ar 46 14 0.03

Zr 325.04 507.83 He 53 14 0.05

Zr Ar 79 14 0.28
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Although it is not possible to determine from the limited data in

Table V whether the low absorbance at 331.29 nm compared to 307.29 nm

was due to a lower population density or saturation effects, it has

been shown that when collisional activation and deactivation rates are

larger than spontaneous emission rates, the irradiance required to

reach 50% saturation is inversely proportional to the product of the

gA value times the fifth power of the wavelength (66). These

considerations indicate that the 331.29-nm line should be 2.0 times as

difficult to saturate as the ground state line at 307.29 nm.

Therefore, saturation effects do not account for the low absorbance at

331.29 nm. In general, however, it may be expected that the inner

filter absorption would be more severe for the 307.29-nm resonance

transition than for the 331.29-nm transition. Temporal scans

conducted on atomic hafnium in the microplume with excitation at

307.29 nm and fluorescence at 331.29 nm should be distorted by pre-

filter absorption while temporal scans conducted in the opposite

manner with excitation at 331.29 nm and fluorescence at 307.29 nm

should be distorted primarily by post-filter absorption.

It should be noted that the results of the hafnium temporal scans

conducted in the 100-torr neon atmosphere were consistent with the

trends observed in the temporal scans which were conducted in helium

and argon atmospheres. Therefore, since the differences between the

helium and argon results demonstrated these trends more clearly, for

the sake of brevity only the helium and argon temporal scans are

compared in further discussions. Also, additional temporal scans were

conducted on atomic zirconium in the microplume in order to confirm

that the temporal results observed for hafnium would in general be
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valid for other species which are present in the plume along with

hafnium. The results of the zirconium temporal scans were consistent

with the hafnium results.

Figure 54 shows the temporal behavior of the hafnium Stokes

direct line fluorescence at 331.29 nm and the absorbance at the

307.29-nm excitation wavelength in 100-torr helium and argon

atmospheres. The fluorescence profiles show that the hafnium

fluorescence signal in the helium atmosphere reaches a peak magnitude

which is about 60% of the maximum signal observed in the argon

atmosphere. In addition, the fluorescence signal peaks earlier in

helium (27 microseconds) than in argon (53 microseconds) and is no

longer detectable in helium after 72 microseconds, while in argon the

signal can be detected until 144 microseconds after vaporization.

The absorbance profiles in Figure 54 show that the absorbance in

both atmospheres in greatest immediately after vaporization and

decreases in a linear manner until no absorbance can be detected after

59 microseconds in the helium atmosphere and after 124 microseconds in

argon. The rather high initial absorbances of approximately 0.22 in

helium and 0.46 in argon are the result of the high concentration of

ground state hafnium atoms distributed along the excitation axis (see

Figure 16 in the instrumentation section of this thesis).

Figure 55 shows the corresponding temporal profiles of the

hafnium anti-Stokes direct line fluorescence at the 307.29-nm

resonance transition and the absorbance at the 331.29-nm excitation

transition. In this case the excitation and fluorescence transitions

of the experiment discussed above for Figure 54 have been

interchanged.
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Once again, the fluorescence profiles show that the peak

fluorescence in helium is much smaller than in argon. The signal in

helium is approximately 40% of the signal observed in argon. As

observed previously for the Stokes direct line system in Figure 54,

the fluorescence profiles in Figure 55 show that the fluorescence

peaks earlier in helium (27 microseconds) than in argon (40

microseconds) and disappears sooner in helium (72 microseconds) than

in argon (131 microseconds).

The absorbance profiles shown in Figure 55 indicate that only a

very weak absorbance could be detected in either atmosphere and this

occurred, once again, at the short delay times. This very weak

absorbance was observed during excitation at the hafnium 331.29-nm

nonresonance transition.

Several important observations can be made from the fluorescence

and absorbance profiles shown in Figures 54 and 55. First, the

differences in the temporal behavior of the fluorescence and

absorbance in both atmospheres appear to be contradictory. The

absorbance profiles indicate that the highest analyte concentration

along the excitation axis occurs at the short delay times. However,

the fluorescence profiles show a weak signal at the short delay times.

This weak fluorescence at short delays may be caused by two effects:

either the fluorescence signal at the center of the plume is being

reduced by pre- or post-filter absorption which occurs at the 307.29-

nm resonance transition during Stokes and anti-Stokes direct line

fluorescence, respectively; or the presence of an analyte

concentration gradient along the radius of the microplume which

results in a low hafnium concentration at the center of the plume
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where the fluorescence is being monitored.

In order to determine whether inner filter effects or analyte

concentration gradient are responsible for the observed fluorescence

profiles in Figures 54 and 55 it was necessary to eliminate or at

least minimize the inner filter effect. This was accomplished by

conducting a temporal scan on hafnium with excitation at 331.29-nm and

fluorescence at 454.40 nm in a 100-torr argon atmosphere. Pre-filter

absorption at the excitation wavelength will be minimal as indicated

by the absorbance profiles in Figure 55. Post-filter absorption

should be minimal because the lower energy level of the 454.50-nm

transition (see Figure 43) is higher than that for the 331.29-nm

transition and therefore should have an even lower population relative

to the ground state. In addition, the transition probability for the

454.40-nm transition is quite low compared to the other hafnium

transitions (see Figure 43). However, this low transition probability

is a disadvantage because it will reduce the fluorescence intensity.

Figure 56 shows the fluorescence, absorbance and emission

profiles that were observed during this temporal scan. The very large

error bars which are shown in the fluorescence profile at the short

delay times are due to the low transition probability for this

fluorescence transition which results in a very weak fluorescence

signal. At the short delay times this fluorescence signal is largely

obscured by the strong spontaneous emission from the plume. The shape

of the fluorescence profile was essentially the same as the temporal

scan conducted in argon shown in Figure 55.

As was observed in Figures 54 and 55, the absorbance profile

obtained during this scan shows that the largest absorbance occurred
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at the shortest delay times and was minimal (less than 0.04 absorbance

units).

The observation of very weak fluorescence and absorbance signals

in Figure 56 (excitation at 331.29 nm and fluorescence at 454.40 nm)

at short delay times in combination with the observation of weak

fluorescence and strong absorbance signals in Figure 54 (excitation at

307.29 nm and fluorescence at 331.29 nm) at the same delay times

indicates that there is a radial concentration gradient within the

microplume which causes a low hafnium concentration at the center of

the plume where the fluorescence is monitored.

The second major observation from the plots in Figures 54 and 55

is based upon the weak absorbance and fluorescence signals obtained in

the helium atmosphere relative to argon. There appears to be a lower

atomic hafnium concentration in the microplume formed in the helium

atmosphere compared to the plume formed in argon. Some possible

explanations for this conclusion might be a lower vaporization

efficiency in helium, severe quenching effects (unlikely) or, finally,

a higher diffusion rate in helium which allows the plume to expand

much more quickly than in argon. This final explanation will be the

focus of the next set of experiments to be presented.

Spatial Scans Along the Vaporization Axis

at Various Delay Times After Vaporization

The temporal studies of hafnium atomic fluorescence and

absorption in the laser microplume which were discussed in the

previous section indicated the possibility of a higher plume expansion

rate in a helium atmosphere than in argon. In order to gain more
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conclusive information about this, spatial scans were conducted along

the central vaporization axis within the microplume between 0 mm and 9

mm above the sample surface, at delay times of 7, 20, 40, 59, 79, 98

and 118 microseconds after vaporization in 100-torr helium and argon

atmospheres. Hafnium anti-Stokes direct line fluorescence was

monitored at the 307.29-nm resonance transition with excitation at the

331.29-nm transition. Figures 57 and 58 show the fluorescence

profiles that were observed during these spatial scans.

The profiles in Figures 57 and 58 reveal that in both helium and

argon, the microplume at short delay times after vaporization is

similar to a cylinder of material which is contiguous to the sample

surface. At longer delay times, however, the plume begins to separate

from the sample surface to finally form a region of material which is

isolated from the sample surface. The region of sample material

eventually disperses. This phenomenon has been observed by others (2,

25).

In the helium atmosphere the entire process of dislocation from

the sample surface and dispersion of the region of sample material is

largely complete within 59 microseconds after vaporization, while in

the argon atmosphere the same process is still not complete even 118

microseconds after vaporization. The microplume attains approximately

the same maximum height of about 7 to 8 mm in both atmospheres.

It is important to note that the plume reaches to about 60 to 70%

of its final height within the first 7 microseconds after vaporization

in both atmospheres. This initial high rate of expansion is the

result of a large upward momentum of the plume which occurs during the

vaporization pulse (63). During the first 7 microseconds most of the
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upward momentum was most likely consumed in the "piston like"

displacement of the surrounding atmosphere. This initial high rate of

plume expansion has been observed previously (71).

After 7 microseconds, however, the microplume expands away from

the sample surface at a much slower average rate (0.03 to 0.04

mm/microsecond) than during the initial expansion (0.6 to 0.8

mm/microsecond). This change in the rate of vertical expansion of the

plume appears to indicate that at longer delay times after

vaporization the process of diffusion becomes increasingly important

compared to convection in regulating the transport of plume material.

Since the diffusion process is controlled by the analyte concentration

gradient between the plume and surrounding atmosphere, the diffusion

controlled expansion will occur in all directions instead of primarily

in the upward direction along the momentum vector. This provides a

possible explanation for the observation that the microplume gains

relatively little additional height after the first 7 microseconds

after vaporization.

If it is assumed that the same amount of sample material is

vaporized in helium or argon and that diffusion is the only process

responsible for removal of sample material from the optical detection

region defined for fluorescence detection, then the spatial

fluorescence profiles in Figures 57 and 58 indicate that the plume

diffuses away approximately two times faster in helium than in argon.

Using the method described in Reference 72, the diffusion coefficient

of hafnium in a helium atmosphere is estimated to be approximately 5

times greater than the coefficient in an argon atmosphere. This is in

rough agreement with the experimental results presented above.
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It is very likely that there are additional processes involved in

the depletion of plume material besides diffusion. Some possible

alternative pathways for the removal of atomic hafnium from the

microplume are condensation to the solid phase, chemical reaction with

other plume or atmospheric species such as oxygen (which is present in

trace amounts in commercial argon and dissolved in the sample matrix;

see Reference 71), convection out of the optical detection region and

quenching of both energy levels of the hafnium 331.29-nm excitation

transition. Some evidence as to the importance of competing processes

is given by the observation that the fluorescence signal close to the

sample surface (0 to 3 mm) decreases much faster than at regions

higher in the microplume (5 to 7 mm) in both helium and argon

atmospheres. This observation may be due to dynamic convection

effects which result in a "mushroom" shaped plume, condensation of the

plume material onto the sample surface or any of the other possible

competing processes mentioned above. Behavior similar to this has

been observed in the high-voltage spark (73).

The profiles on Figures 57 and 58 indicate that the composition

of inert atmospheres can radically affect the spatial and temporal

characteristics of hafnium anti-Stokes direct line fluorescence in the

laser microplume. In general the use of an argon atmosphere should

prove useful to the analytical chemist by providing conditions in the

microplume which enhance the hafnium atomic fluorescence signal

magnitude and observable lifetime. These results also indicate that

the use of krypton and xenon atmospheres may provide similar

enhancement of atomic fluorescence in the laser microplume relative to

argon.
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Summary of Niobium Alloy Studies

The use of laser induced Stokes and anti-Stokes direct line

fluorescence in the detection of Ti, Zr and Hf in a niobium sample

matrix was demonstrated by conducting excitation wavelength scans on

several combinations of excitation and fluorescence transitions for

each element. The wavelengths of peak fluorescence and absorbance

during these excitation scans agree well with tabulated values. An

example of the versatility of nonresonance fluorescence detection was

demonstrated by the observation of an undistorted fluorescence

excitation profile at the Hf (I) 294.08-nm resonance transition during

a wavelength scan through the Hf (I) 315.98-nm excitation transition

which showed a spectral interference in the absorbance profile.

The effects of optical saturation of an atomic transition on the

theoretical absorbance and fluorescence growth curves were discussed.

The presence of partial saturation conditions in the laser microplume

was experimentally verified and related by discussion to the cross

sectional intensity profile and temporal characteristics of the laser

beam. Spatial scans along the excitation axis at various excitation

laser intensities indicates that the presence of partial saturation

conditions does not severely change the spatially resolved

fluorescence profiles.

Spatial scans conducted along the excitation axis at various

heights above the sample surface in helium and argon atmospheres

indicate the existence of vertical and radial concentration gradients

within the microplume which were highly dependent on the composition

of the surrounding atmosphere.
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Temporal scans were conducted on a single pair of Hf transitions

using Stokes and anti-Stokes direct line fluorescence detection in

helium and argon atmospheres. These temporal scans reveal that the

fluorescence signal in helium reaches a maximum of 40 to 60% of the

signal in argon. The fluorescence signal peaks earlier in time in

helium than in argon and also disappears sooner in helium than in

argon. Absorbance measurements indicate high analyte concentration

along the excitation axis shortly after vaporization while the

fluorescence signal in the center of the plume is very weak. These

observations can be explained in terms of a dip in the center of the

radial concentration gradient within the microplume at short delay

times.

Finally, spatial scans along the vertical axis at various delay

times after vaporization in helium and argon atmospheres show that at

short delay times the plume resembles a cylinder of material

physically attached to the sample surface while at later delay times

the plume is detached from the sample surface. The plume material

eventually disperses into the surrounding atmosphere. The entire

process of plume formation to complete dispersal takes over 59

microseconds in helium and more than 118 microseconds in argon. The

shorter lifetime of the plume in helium relative to argon may be due

to rates of diffusion. The disappearance of hafnium fluorescence

signal at a faster rate close to the sample surface compared to the

fluorescence signal originating higher up in the plume indicates the

possibility of alternative pathways for the depletion (or removal) of

analyte plume material such as condensation, chemical reaction,

convection or quenching.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The technique of laser induced nonresonance atomic fluorescence

has been used in conjunction with atomic absorption and atomic

emission measurements to determine the spatial and temporal

distribution of atomic species in a laser microplume under the

influence of various noble gas atmospheres.

Preliminary experiments indicated that Stokes direct line

fluorescence could be used to detect atomic iron in a stainless steel

matrix for at least 260 microseconds after vaporization in an argon

atmosphere. Iron fluorescence and absorbance profiles obtained during

a series of spatial scans along the emission axis at various points on

the excitation axis and at various times after vaporization indicate

that severe pre- and post-filter effects occur up to at least 53

microseconds after vaporization and that the plume appears to be

smaller and more concentrated at 98 microseconds than at 33

microseconds after vaporization.

Simultaneous fluorescence and absorbance measurements made during

spatial scans along the emission axis at various heights above the

sample surface show that the iron concentration is greatest near the

sample surface and decreases at greater heights until the iron is no

longer detectable by absorbance measurements at 8 mm above the sample.

Spatial scans along the emission axis conducted in atmospheres of

helium, neon and argon first at constant atmospheric pressure (50

torr) then at constant atmospheric density (9 x 10-6 g/cc) produce

fluorescence and absorbance profiles which indicate that the pressure

and density strongly affect the interaction of the microplume with the

atmosphere.
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A final comparison of the signal-to-noise ratios for resonance

and Stokes direct line fluorescence detection of iron in the

microplume indicates that the signal-to-noise ratio is 2.5 times

greater for Stokes direct line fluorescence than for resonance

detection. The major source of noise is in the fluorescence signal

for both modes of detection.

The elements Ti, Zr and Hf were detected in the microplume by

laser induced Stokes and anti-Stokes direct line fluorescence. The

presence of partial optical saturation of the atomic transitions in

the microplume was observed.

Stokes and anti-Stokes fluorescence detection of a single pair of

Hf transitions during a series of temporal scans in helium and argon

atmospheres reveals that the fluorescence signal in helium is

significantly smaller, peaks earlier in time and disappears sooner in

a helium atmosphere than in argon. The simultaneous observation of

strong analyte absorbance along the excitation axis and weak

fluorescence signal at the center of the microplume indicates the

presence of a dip in the center of the radial concentration gradient

within the microplume shortly after vaporization.

A series of spatial scans along the vaporization axis in helium

and argon atmospheres at various delay times after vaporization show

that the microplume is attached to the sample surface at short delay

times, then separates from the surface and eventually disperses into

the atmosphere. The lifetime of the microplume is approximately 59

microseconds in helium and greater than 118 microseconds in argon.

The results presented in this work have demonstrated the

feasibility and versatility of using laser induced nonresonance atomic
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fluorescence to study the interaction of the laser microplume with a

noble gas atmosphere. At a constant pressure, a higher density

(greater atomic weight) atmosphere generally provides larger analyte

signals for longer periods of time than a less dense (lower atomic

weight) atmosphere at the same pressure. However, inner filter

effects tend to be more severe in the higher density atmospheres.

These findings indicate that the composition of even an inert

atmosphere must be carefully controlled in order to maintain the

accuracy and precision of an analysis.
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